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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
The Facility’s objective is to create sustainable mining economies. It does so by providing mining communities with:
•

technical assistance to increase organizational capacity and reduce investment risk for external investments.

•

access to production equipment and capita to increase productivity and profitability.

•

access to international commodity markets, interested in ethically produced ASM & SMM minerals.

To ensure the reputation and integrity of the Facility’s products and right full allocation of impact investments the
environmental, social and governance (ESG) of the investees must be carefully monitored and actively managed. Low ESG
performance may lead to the investee’s eviction or resource nationalisation and so represents financial risk to The Facility,
Low levels of financial management and internal controls may lead to large losses in potential revenue or excessive
expenditure on behalf of the investee, thereby compromising return on investment. Further, The Facility’s services may
be materially damaged by investee involvement in conflict, human rights abuses or environmental damage. Conversely,
poor initial ESG performance may represent an opportunity to bring about large positive impact to the investee, as well
as the communities and landscapes they effect. Yet, it is only through realising this change that The Facility can deliver
on impact and minimise risk. For this reason, The Facility actively engages with its investees to improve their ESG
performance.
While the Facility must reject organisations that operate outside acceptable standards, such as those contributing to
conflict or terrorism, degrading areas protected for conservation or carrying out human rights abuses, it must be
acknowledged that the initial environmental and social governance performance of most rural, small-scale enterprises,
including artisanal mining enterprises is low and as such represents the greatest opportunity for positive change.
Therefore, the entry requirements to qualify for the program are as inclusive as possible, recognising instead the
enterprise’s commitment to an improved performance plan and the good faith efforts of small-scale enterprise operators
to see this change realised in their organisation.
ENGAGING MINING COMMUNITIES
The Impact Facility is designed with the intent to “leave no-one behind”, the same commitment as the UN Member
States made towards the Sustainable Development Agenda. In line with this, it designs and implements mechanisms to
provide catalytic services which strengthen small-scale organisations in mining communities, which are some of the
most disadvantaged on Earth, to contribute to local economic resilience and safeguard their environment to create
sustainable landscapes.
In order to strengthen local community organisations, it provides technical assistance and trainings, as well as
productive equipment, access to equitable markets, and in some cases, access to working capital to empower the
organisation with the resources it requires to improve its level of formalisation, environmental and social impact and
operate as profitable businesses. Whilst The Facility’s focus is on mining communities, depending on the specific,
positive impact for which a project is designed to create, organisations may or may not be miners themselves. Where a
project does focus on driving development through a mining organisation, this organisation is an artisanal mining
organisation, which can be defined through its characteristics:
•
•
•

Uses rudimentary tools and techniques are used for mining and mineral processing
Has a high ratio of workers to production output
Capital expenditure is unlikely to exceed USD $1 million

It is this subset of organisations for whom the ESG Performance Criteria and Guidance is written.
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THE IMPACT ESCALATOR – DRIVING CONTINUOUS IMPROVMENT
The Facility has developed a set of stepped criteria, which gradually lift the enterprises’ environmental, social and
governance practices to achieve the Impact Facility’s own, and down-stream industry’s vision of best environmental,
social and governance performance in rural small-scale enterprises. These have been aligned with the criteria of other
service providers to the artisanal mining sector to provide incentives at every step.
The ESG criteria are designed to maximize positive impact by allowing organizations to engage at any performance level
meeting or exceeding the Basic Criteria expected on the international market.

The Facility’s ‘Basic Criteria’ screens for factors that would lead to rejection from most donors and development banks’.
Should investees pass the Basic Criteria, The Facility may provide investee organisations with technical assistance grants
for training and support.
The Facility’s ‘Intermediate Criteria’ generally align with the Swiss Better Gold Association criteria. This allows The Facility
to sell gold from ARTISANAL GOLD MINES through the Swiss Better Gold market. The Facility may arrange a feeder system
and broker equitable offtake agreements for the producer’s goods and services.
The Facility’s ‘Advanced Criteria I’ generally align with the Fairtrade and Fairmined year 0 criteria. This allows The Facility
to apply for certification from Fairtrade or Fairmined, adding market value to gold production from ARTISANAL GOLD
MINES.
The Facility’s ‘Advanced Criteria II’ generally align with the Fairtrade and Fairmined year 1 criteria. This allows ARTISANAL
GOLD MINES to retain their Fairtrade or Fairmined certification in year 1 of their accreditation.
The Facility’s ‘Advanced Criteria III’ generally align with the Fairtrade and Fairmined year 3 and year 6 criteria. This allows
ARTISANAL GOLD MINES to fulfil all criteria for Fairtrade or Fairmined certification securing long-term accreditation.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PLANS
Each organisation has a distinct capacity to achieve improvements in their ESG practice, and so each enterprise receives
their own, personalized improvement plan based on the results of the ESG Performance Assessment. This plan
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deconstructs the ESG alignment steps into smaller, concrete and achievable steps, drawing a manageable path from one
position to the next.
Organizational efforts to reach agreed upon improvement targets, serve as a show of good faith and allow the Impact
Facility to initiate service provision to the mines, such as providing rental or lease equipment and free technical training.
As a relationship of mutual trust emerges, the organisations may apply for loan provision to receive a line of credit.
When The Facility considers an investment application, it assesses the enterprises’ level of progress against its historic
improvement plan. Those that cannot demonstrate good faith efforts to meet their obligations may have their
applications denied. However, those that make satisfactory advances are likely to have their application approved and a
new improvement plan in line with the additional capacity this grant is agreed upon. The Facility holds the right to
terminate ongoing technical assistance or provision of credit where the investee does not show good faith efforts to meet
their obligations. In this way, The Facility’s continual improvement plans, and their underlying ESG alignment criteria are
used both to incentivise and obligate change.
REACHING INDUSTRY LEADING PRACTICES – ONE STEP AT A TIME
The ESG Alignment Steps, and subsequent improvement plans strategically evolve as the enterprise progresses towards
conformity with Fairtrade or Fairmined Certification, addressing those issues of critical importance foremost.
The Basic Criteria screens for factors that prevent the organisation from being able to align with The Facility’s principles
and vision for best practice in rural small- and medium- size enterprises; specifically, the enterprise’s involvement or
support of illegal or illicit activities, conflict or operation in an area of high biodiversity where its activity isn’t authorised.
The Intermediate Criteria tackle the most critical labour and environmental protection issues, as well as ensure that the
organisation has adequate governance to function and manage critical risks to their enterprise. The requirements take
into consideration the funds available to the organisation to make changes to their business and the likely informality of
the organisation’s governance.
The Advanced Criteria (I – III) focus on internal improvements that the organisation can make through the procurement
of more environmentally sensitive equipment, personal protective equipment for the safety of personnel, as well as
upgrading of the organisation’s governance, introducing basic social protection services, transparent trade, freedom of
association and collective bargaining. Building up to an outstanding level of practice, moving from an internal focus to an
external one. Advanced III Criteria ultimately challenge the organisation to actively engage with and support the
surrounding communities and improve community wide ESG practice.
REFERENCES
The Impact Facility’s ESG Performance Criteria have been formulated in alignment with leading industry standards and
voluntary certification systems, including but not limited to: the Fairmined Standard for Gold from Artisanal and SmallScale Mining, including associated Precious Metals & the Fairtrade Standard for Gold and Associated Precious Metals for
Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining, the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from
Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas, the Swiss Better Gold Associations (SBGA) Sourcing Strategy as well as the World
Bank’s OP/BP 4.12, Involuntary Resettlement policies, the ILO Guidance on Child Labour and the High Conservation Value
Areas as defined by the HCV Network.
IMPLEMENTATION & USE
This document is for project developers, capacity builders, auditors and enterprises performing gap analyses on The
Facility’s ultimate investees, small and medium size enterprises in developing nations. An assessment against the Impact
Facility’s ESG Performance Criteria, does not result in certification, but in the formulation of a customized continuous
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improvement plan. Progress in achieving these improvements will be monitored through quarterly self-assessments and
bi-annual audits against the full ESG Performance Criteria.
Visible effort to improve the Organisations performance and reaching set targets, will serve as a pre-condition for the
continuation of service provision from the Impact Facility to the Organisation.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
The organisations assessed will be audited against the Impact Facility’s ESG Performance Criteria every six months, by
either second or third-party auditors. Most audits will be conducted by the Impact Facility’s local implementing partners,
after having received appropriate training to conduct said audits. The integrity of these audits will be assessed at random
by a third-party certification body, such as FLOCERT. Through the course of the first year of collaboration, every local
implementing partner will be assessed at least once. Follow up quality audits of local auditors will be conducted
unannounced within the course of three years.
PLANNED REVISION
The Impact Facility’s ESG Performance Criteria will be reviewed periodically, as need arises. The criteria will be updated
at least every two years, building partly on public-, industry- and stakeholder-consultations, as well as changes made to
referenced standards and learnings drawn from real life implementation of the ESG Performance Criteria.
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HOW TO USE THIS FRAMEWORK
STRUCTURE OF ESG CRITERIA & GUIDANCE
The ESG criteria are loosely organized around the following six main principles and their respective sub-levels.
1. Principle: Legal Compliance

2. Principle: Good Governance

3. Principle: Financial Management
4. Principle: Decent Work

5. Principle: Social Responsibility

6. Principle: Environmental
Responsibility

1.1 Legitimacy
1.2 Fiscal Contribution
1.3 Rights & Permissions Secured
1.4 Legal Trade
2.1 Organisational Management
2.2 Policies & Procedures for Risk Mitigation
2.3 Internal Controls
3.1 Business Plans
3.2 Records & Statements
4.1 Freedom of Labour
4.2 Eradication of Child Labour
4.3 Freedom of Discrimination
4.4 Protection from Harassment
4.5 Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
4.6 Fair Conditions of Employment
4.7 Uphold Occupational Health & Safety
4.8 Social Protection
5.1 Avoidance of illegal and illicit Activities
5.2 Community Relationships
5.3 Traceability
6.1 Management of Hazardous Substances
6.2 Protection of Ecological Integrity
6.3 Sustainable Land Management

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
‘The Facility’

Refers to The Impact Facility for Sustainable Mining Economies.

‘The Organisation’

Refers to the rural, small-scale enterprises that stand to benefit from The Facility’s
service offering.

‘Artisanal mining’

A form of low mechanised mining carried out by single, or groups of miners to yield
a subsistence living.

STRUCTURE OF INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA
All performance criteria and policy requirements in this guidance consist of the following four elements:
CRITERIA/POLICY: REQUIREMENT THE ORGANISATION HAS TO CONFORM WITH
Level: indicates the expected level of organisational development in regard to the impact escalator; requirements
are either Basic Criteria, Intermediate Criteria or Advanced Criteria (I, II, or III).
Explanation: The explanation serves as an extended interpretation of the standard’s criteria and illustrates the
intent of the requirements.
Method of Investigation: recommended method of verification.
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ESG CRITERIA & GUIDANCE

1. PRINCIPLE: LEGAL COMPLIANCE
1.1. POLICY: LEGITIMACY
1.1.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST NOT APPEAR ON, EMPLOY, OR SELL TO PERSONS ON THE
CONSOLIDATED LIST OF ASSET FREEZE TARGETS DESIGNATED BY THE UNITED NATIONS,
EUROPEAN UNION, AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation neither directly, or indirectly through contractual agreements, employs persons or
traders with entities on the consolidated list of asset freeze targets designated by the United Nations, European
Union and United Kingdom, or the US OFAC sanctions list.
Method of Investigation: Administration & Site Investigation
1.1.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION ACTIVITY IS LEGITIMATE (NOT DEFINED AS ILLEGAL BY NATIONAL
LAW) IN COUNTRY OF BUSINESS

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation's activities of operation cannot be illegal in the country of operation. Activities may
either be legally permitted, or extra-legal (neither included in laws for determination of legal or illegal operation).

Method of Investigation: Administration
1.1.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST POSSESS, OR BE GRANTED A DOCUMENT OF LEGAL
REGISTRATION FROM THE GOVERNMENT

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can produce a certificate or letter of registration of its company signed or stamped
by the applicable government authority. Where the core business activities of The Organisation are stated, the
description must align with The Organisation's activities of operation.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.2. POLICY: FISCAL CONTRIBUTION
1.2.1.

CRITERIA: ROYALTIES ON PRODUCTION ARE PAID AT THE LEGALLY OBLIGATED RATE

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can provide receipts of royalty payments made on all production sold through The
Facility’s market.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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1.2.2.

CRITERIA: ALL TAXES, FEES, ROYALTIES AND OTHER TRIBUTES AS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE
LEGISLATION MUST BE PAID TO THE RELEVANT AUTHORITY

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can provide a copy of its annual financial records as submitted to the governmental
taxation authority. Financial records are in full and include information on: 1. The Organisation's net income; 2. a
breakdown of the cost of goods sold, such as the inventory that The Organisation retained at the beginning and
end of the year cost of labour, materials and supplies and purchases that were made; 3. a breakdown of business
expenses, such as utilities, business insurance, supplies, interest on loans, meals and petty cash; 4. a record of all
business assets retained at the beginning and end of the year.
The Organisation can provide a copy of recognition from the taxation authority showing that its taxes due have
been paid in full.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.3. POLICY: RIGHTS & PERMISSIONS SECURED
1.3.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION OR ITS MEMBERS MUST POSSESS, OR BE GRANTED LAND-RIGHTS
AND PERMISSIONS FOR ALL AREAS ON WHICH IT OPERATES FROM THE GOVERNMENT OR THE
ORIGINAL LAND HOLDER/S

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can produce proof of the right to operate on the land area occupied by all its
operations. Where land is owned by the government, this must be an official document or letter stamped or signed
by a government official. Where land is privately owned, this must be an official document or letter signing over
ownership or lease of the land. Permissions must be in date and have a minimum of three months remaining until
its expiry.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.3.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION OR ITS MEMBERS MUST HAVE SUMBITTED PENDING
APPLICATIONS FOR ALL NECESSARY PERMITS/LICENSES FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF ITS OPERATION

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can produce proof of all the necessary permits or licenses that grant it the
right to carry out the activities of its operation. If The Organisation extracts mineral from the ground, then it
must possess a mining or exploration permit, depending on its operation’s match with government authority
criteria.
If The Organisation extracts mineral from ore, tailings or other, then it must possess a mineral processing permit,
unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit allowing this activity (e.g. a mining permit which allows
mineral processing).
If The Organisation trades in commodities or goods, then it must possess an applicable traders permit or
resellers' license, unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit allowing this activity (e.g. a mining
permit which allows trading).
If The Organisation exports commodities or goods, then it must possess the appropriate export permit for the
form and type of commodity or goods exported, unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit
allowing this activity (e.g. a traders' permit that permits export).
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If The Organisation uses, or handles explosives, then it must possess a blasting license, or explosives handling
license as applicable.
If The Organisation plans to build on a plot of land, then they must possess the necessary building permits for
the proposed structure.
If The Organisation manufacturers or provides any other goods or services, then it must possess the applicable
occupation license.
Where the government license authority is currently in reform period, The Organisation must request, and be
granted temporary permission to continue operation from a government official in the licensing department,
proven by an official document or letter, signed or stamped by the government official. Where the government
license authority is slow to process applications (average of >3 months turnaround time), The Organisation must
produce proof of application for the permit and sufficient evidence that it has a high probability of being granted.
Where no permits or licenses exist for the activities of its operation, The Organisation must produce proof that
they have consulted the applicable government authority, who have determined that no permit or license is
required.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.3.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST COMPLY WITH NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND
HAVE SUMBITTED PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL ENVIRONMENTAL LICENSES, PERMITS, OR
MANAGEMENT PLANS ACCORDING TO NATIONAL LEGAL REQUIREMENTS.

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation can produce proof of all the necessary environmental permits and licenses which
grant it the right to carry out the activities of its operation. Environmental permits are generally required if The
Organisation produces waste, uses hazardous chemicals (including fertilisers), works in, or near a waterbody, or if
it keeps livestock in intensive farming conditions.
The Organisation can produce proof of an environmental assessment carried out on its operations. The assessment must
have been carried out by persons, and in enough detail acceptable to national legal requirements.
The Organisation can produce proof of an environmental management plan for the activities of its operations. The plan
is drafted by persons, and in sufficient detail to satisfy the national legal requirement.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.3.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION OR ITS MEMBERS MUST POSSESS, OR BE GRANTED NECESSARY
PERMITS/LICENSES FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF ITS OPERATION

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation can produce proof of all the necessary permits or licenses that grant it the
right to carry out the activities of its operation. If The Organisation extracts mineral from the ground, then it
must possess a mining or exploration permit, depending on its operation’s match with government authority
criteria.
If The Organisation extracts mineral from ore, tailings or other, then it must possess a mineral processing permit,
unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit allowing this activity (e.g. a mining permit which allows
mineral processing).
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If The Organisation trades in commodities or goods, then it must possess an applicable traders permit or
resellers' license, unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit allowing this activity (e.g. a mining
permit which allows trading).
If The Organisation exports commodities or goods, then it must possess the appropriate export permit for the
form and type of commodity or goods exported, unless The Organisation possesses an alternative permit
allowing this activity (e.g. a traders' permit that permits export).
If The Organisation uses, or handles explosives, then it must possess a blasting license, or explosives handling
license as applicable.
If The Organisation plans to build on a plot of land, then they must possess the necessary building permits for
the proposed structure.
If The Organisation manufacturers or provides any other goods or services, then it must possess the applicable
occupation license.
Where the government license authority is currently in reform period, The Organisation must request, and be
granted temporary permission to continue operation from a government official in the licensing department,
proven by an official document or letter, signed or stamped by the government official. Where the government
license authority is slow to process applications (average of >3 months turnaround time), The Organisation must
produce proof of application for the permit and sufficient evidence that it has a high probability of being granted.
Where no permits or licenses exist for the activities of its operation, The Organisation must produce proof that
they have consulted the applicable government authority, who have determined that no permit or license is
required.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.3.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST COMPLY WITH NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND
HAVE ALL ENVIRONMENTAL FOR LICENSES, PERMITS, OR MANAGEMENT PLANS ACCORDING TO
NATIONAL LEGAL REQUIREMENTS.

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation can produce proof of application for all the necessary environmental permits and
licenses which grant it the right to carry out the activities of its operation. Environmental permits are generally
required if The Organisation produces waste, uses hazardous chemicals (including fertilisers), works in, or near a
waterbody, or if it keeps livestock in intensive farming conditions.
The Organisation can produce proof of an environmental assessment carried out on its operations. The assessment must
have been carried out by persons, and in enough detail acceptable to national legal requirements.
The Organisation can produce proof of an environmental management plan for the activities of its operations. The plan
is drafted by persons, and in sufficient detail to satisfy the national legal requirement.
Method of Investigation: Administration
1.4. POLICY: LEGAL TRADE
1.4.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION ONLY SELLS ITS PRODUCTION TO TRADERS WITH LEGAL PERMITS
TO TRADE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
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Explanation: The Organisation can provide a registry of all significant business or trading partners which should include
photographic evidence, or copies of official traders’ certificates or letters signed or stamped by the applicable
government agency.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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2. PRINCIPLE: GOOD GOVERNANCE
2.1. POLICY: ORGANISATION MANAGEMENT
2.1.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IS RUN BY A CLEAR LEADER OR LEADERSHIP TEAM THAT IS
RESPONSIBLE AND ACCOUNTABLE FOR UPHOLDING BUISNESS PRACTICES WITHIN THE
ORGANISATION

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: Members of the organisation can identify the leaders of the organisation and their roles and responsibilities.
Leaders are held accountable for the decisions that they make, either to the members of the organisation through a vote
of position (held at least once a year), to local community leaders, or to the overall leader of the organisation.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
2.1.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS A FORMAL AND TRANSPARENT ORGANISATIONAL TYPE,
WHICH CAN BE INCORPORATED IN TO A LEGAL FORM, FOLLOWING THE RESPECTIVE LEGISLATION
APPLICABLE FOR THE SPECIFIED TYPE OF ORGANISATION.

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation has a constitution or other governing policy, which sets out the manner with which The
Organisation operates. As an Intermediate Criteria, this policy should include details of: its aims or objectives and how
they will be achieved; who it's members are, how and why they can become members and how they meet and make
decisions; whether there is a governing body, what is it called, how it is appointed and how it meets and makes decisions;
what happens to any profit; and what happens to assets when the Organisation is sold, taken over or broken up. Where
this policy is not in paper form, it can be independently recited by the leaders of the organisation.
The Organisation's management and profit sharing structure can be independently recited by its leadership and workers.
The Organisation either operates as a for profit, or non-profit Organisation.
If The Organisation operates as a non-profit, it is governed by a board of trustees.
If The Organisation operates as a for-profit, it is governed by a director, board of directors, or a CEO.
If The Organisation operates as a non-profit, it does not share profits but rather re-invests them in an aspect of the
business.
If The Organisation operates as a for-profit, it is either owned outright by a certain person/s, or shared amongst its
shareholders, who may be employees.
If The Organisation operates as a for-profit, it shares its profits amongst its shareholders in accordance with the
percentage of shares they own.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
2.1.3.

CRITERIA: WORKERS MUST BE INFORMED ON HOW THEY CAN PARTICIPATE IN DECISION MAKING
IN THE ORGANISATION.

Level: Intermediate Criteria
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Explanation: When a worker begins work for The Organization they must be informed about the ways that they can
become involved in the decision making of The Organization. Posters must be displayed in work areas describing how
feedback can be provided, and leadership positions should also be advertised through these means.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.1.4.

CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, IT HOLDS A DEMOCRATIC ELECTION OF ITS
LEADERS

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation is a co-operative, then it holds a vote at least every 3 years to elect the group’s leaders,
for which each member gets an equal vote.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.1.5.

CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION DOES NOT FUNCTION AS A CO-OPERATIVE, OR FAMILY RUN
ENTERPRISE, LEADERSHIP IS SELECTED ON THE BASIS OF RELEVANT EXPERIENCE OR
QUALIFICATION

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation is not a co-operative or family run enterprise, then, on investigation, it must
demonstrate that leadership has been selected on the basis of the worker's relevant experience or qualification by
providing a list of the experience and qualification of all persons who applied or were considered for the post.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.1.6.

CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, IT HOLDS A GENERAL ASSEMBLY ONCE A
YEAR, ALL MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO ATTEND AND ARE GIVEN REASONABLE PRIOR
NOTIFICATION AND AN EQUAL VOTING RIGHT ON ALL KEY DECISIONS

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation is a co-operative, then it provides details of the last general meeting it held, and the
date of the next planned general meeting. The period between these two dates should be approximately one year. On
investigation, the members of the Organisation were given at least two weeks notice of the date, time, location and rough
agenda of the general meeting (either prior, or next). If The Organisation form is a for profit with a co-operative
Organisational type, then its members each are given an equal right and opportunity to vote for the leaders they wish to
govern The Organisation, and on issues of major expenditure, and changes in The Organisation's structure or direction.
Members are informed with the maximum possible notice when a vote is to take place.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2. POLICY: POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR RISK MITIGATION
2.2.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY AND PROCESS TO
DEAL WITH AND PREVENT GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN ITS ORGANISATION OR SUPPLY CHAIN,
AND WILL EDUCATE ITS WORKERS REGULARLY ABOUT SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORK AND IN
THE COMMUNITY

Level: Intermediate Criteria
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Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on gender-based violence. As an
Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and corrective (including disciplinary)
procedure for presence of gender-based violence in The Organisation's operations.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO DEAL WITH AND
PREVENT CORRUPTION IN ITS ORGANISATION OR SUPPLY CHAIN

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on corruption in its Organisation or supply
chain. This policy must strictly forbid bribery, money laundering, illegal taxation and extortion. As an Intermediate
Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and corrective (including disciplinary) procedure
for presence of corruption in The Organisation's operations or supply chain.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO DEAL WITH AND
PREVENT CONFLICT AND HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES IN ITS ORGANISATION OR SUPPLY CHAIN

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on conflict and human rights abuses in its
Organisation or supply chain. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of,
and corrective (including disciplinary) procedure for presence of conflict and human rights abuses in The Organisation's
operations or supply chain.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO DEAL WITH AND
PREVENT CHILD LABOR IN ITS ORGANISATION OR SUPPLY CHAIN

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on child labour in its Organisation or supply
chain. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and corrective (including
disciplinary) procedure for presence of child labour in The Organisation's operations or supply chain.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO DEAL WITH AND
PREVENT FORCED LABOR IN ITS ORGANISATION OR SUPPLY CHAIN

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on forced labour in its Organisation or supply
chain. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and corrective (including
disciplinary) procedure for the presence of forced labour abuses in The Organisation's operations or supply chain.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO PROMOTE
GENDER EQUALITY IN ITS ORGANISATION
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Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on promote gender equality in its
Organisation. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and remediate
measures for dealing with acts of gender inequality in The Organisation's operations.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.7.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO PROMOTE
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN ITS ORGANISATION

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy to promote occupational health and safety
in its Organisation. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification of, and
remediate measures for dealing with occupational health and safety incidents in The Organisation's operations.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.8.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY FOR SOUND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN ITS ORGANISATION

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy to promote sound environmental
management in its Organisation. As an Intermediate Criteria, the policy should include information on the identification
of and remediate measures for dealing with environmental incidents in The Organisation's operations.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.9.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY FOR SOUND
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN ITS ORGANISATION

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on promote sound environmental
management in its Organisation. As a minimum, the policy should include information on the financial records that are
to be maintained, how often they are to be updated, and who is responsible for ensuring that they are maintained. The
policy should also include information on how revenue is to be generated, in what for it will be received, how it is to be
stored, and who has access to it. The policy should include a schedule for The Organisation's management to review its
financial condition and prepare an ongoing business plan.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.10. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IMPLEMENTS A CLEAR AND DEFINED POLICY TO DEAL WITH
GRIEVANCE AND ACCUSATIONS OF ABUSE IN ITS ORGANISATION
Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Leaders of The Organisation can independently recite its policy on the manner with which grievance or
accusations of abuse by The Organisation are to be received, reviewed and enacted upon to remediate damage it has
caused. The policy should include how grievance is to be made, who is responsible for reviewing the claim and deciding
the remediate course of action to be taken if the claim is deemed legitimate. scale
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Method of Investigation: Interview
2.2.11. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S WORKERS ARE PROVIDED TRAINING AND INFORMATION ABOUT
THE ORGANISATION’S POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation verbally reminds its workers of its policies and procedures monthly. This should be
accompanied by visual and anecdotal examples of how to identify violations of its policies and procedures. Examples
should not include names, specific places or dates, and not in themselves be a violation of The Organisation's policies and
procedures.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
2.2.12. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE DOCUMENTED IN WRITING
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation has paper copy of its policies and procedures that align with the policies and procedures
as they are recited by The Organisation's leaders. These are in the common language of members in The Organisation.
Policies and procedures should be written in indelible ink, either using pen or printer, signed and dated by its leaders and
an impartial party.
Method of Investigation: Administration
2.2.13. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE EASILY ACCESSED BY ITS
MEMBERS AND EXTERNAL AUDITORS
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation displays in both writing and graphically its policies and procedures in its offices and work
places. A copy of all its policies and procedure should be kept in a central location that is easily accessible should an audit
be made.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
2.3. POLICY: INTERNAL CONTROLS
2.3.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION KEEPS A RECORD OF ALL WORKERS, WITH DETAILS OF NAME,
DATE OF BIRTH, NATIONAL ID NUMBER, NAME OF THE ORGANISATION TO WHICH THEY ARE
EMPLOYED, SPECIFIC LOCATION OF WORK, NEXT OF KIN

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide records of the names, date of birth, national id number, name of the
Organisation to which they are employed, specific location of work, next of kin of all its workers. On inspection, this
information is verified to be correct.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
2.3.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST COMPLETE AN INTERNAL AUDIT OF ITS OPERATION
AGAINST THE FULL ESG CRITERIA EVERY 6 MONTHS TO IDENTIFY GAPS IN PRACTICE AND TO
MONITOR POSITIVE PROGRESS
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Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Every 6 months, The Organisation must complete a full internal audit of its ESG practice using The Facility’s
ESG Criteria. The Facility may translate the criteria into the local language on request.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.3.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST PRESENT THE RESULTS OF THE FACILITY'S ESG ASSESSMENT
AND CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT TO WORKERS IN A LANGUAGE ALL WORKERS UNDERSTAND

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The results of The Facility’s own assessment of The Organisation’s ESG practice should be displayed in the
main language used in the operation, in a commonly used work space.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
2.3.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST HAVE AN ADMINISTRATION TEAM IN PLACE WITH AT LEAST
ONE PERSON OR COMMITTEE WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MANAGING THE ADMINISTRATION AND
BOOK KEEPING

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of its Organisational structure and the roles that each leader plays.
One of these roles should be to manage The Organisation's financial records.
Method of Investigation: Administration
2.3.5.

CRITERIA: WORKER AND LEADERSHIP ROLES WITHIN THE ORGANISATION ARE CLEAR AND WELLDEFINED

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of its Organisational structure and the roles that each leader plays.
There is little or no overlap between the roles, and each role consists of one primary activity, as well as a number of
secondary activities, which either directly support the primary activity, or are very similar in the skills and knowledge
required to undertake them. On investigation, each leader can clearly recite their role, and the activities they are required
to perform. On investigation, standard workers also understand the activities that they are required to undertake as part
of their role in The Organisation.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
2.3.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS A BANK ACCOUNT WITH MORE THAN ONE SIGNATORY,
UNLESS IT IS NOT POSSIBLE OR FINANCIALLY VIABLE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If, on investigation, The Organisation could access a bank with relative logistical ease, the cost of holding
an account is low enough to be a financially viable option, and the risk of the bank's collapse is lower than the risk of theft
if money is kept elsewhere, then The Organisation must have a bank account.
If The Organisation has a bank account, and on investigation, it is possible to have multiple signatories on an account,
then The Organisation must provide a bank statement with both persons addressed.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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2.3.7.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MAINTAINS DAILY RECORDS OF PRODUCTION, AND FINANCIAL
INCOMES AND OUTGOINGS. IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, THESE BOOKS ARE
ACCESSIBLE TO ALL MEMBERS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide records of its production, revenue (from sales and all other income
generating activities), and expenditure. Records must be daily, and fully inclusive, and include as an Intermediate Criteria,
the date, item description, unit price (where applicable, e.g. $/gram gold sold). If The Organisation partakes in production
sharing as a means of payment for its workers, an estimation of the value of production shared should appear in both the
revenue and expenses record with a note next to it. If The Organisation is a co-operative then, on investigation, these
reports are made freely available to all of its members to view, but not amend.
Method of Investigation: Administration
2.3.8.

CRITERIA: MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ARE TAKEN AND SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT OF
THE BOARD AND AT LEAST ONE OTHER MEMBER AND INCLUDE A LIST OF PARTICIPANTS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a copy of the minutes from its last general assembly. Minutes are signed by
the president of the Board and at least one other member and include a list of participants of the General Assembly.
Method of Investigation: Administration
2.3.9.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION KEEPS A RECORD OF ALL WORKERS IN HIGH RISK AREAS, SUCH AS
MINE SHAFTS OR PITS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation maintains a list of all workers entering and exiting high risk areas such as mine pits.
Method of Investigation: Administration
2.3.10. CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, LEADERSHIP IS ACCOUNTABLE TO ITS
MEMBERS FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH IT CONDUCTS BUSINESS. LEADERSHIP CONDUCT IS
REGULARLY APPRAISED, AND MALPRACTICE RESULTS IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION AS DECIDED BY
THE ORGANISATION'S MEMBERS
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation is a co-operative, then it must provide notes from a six monthly appraisal of the
performance of each elected leader. These notes show that the leader has been appraised against the activities that they
are required to undertake in their role. Where the leader's performance was not in line with these activities, then an
investigation should be triggered to identify the cause, whether incompetence, corruption, or lack of capacity. The
Organisation must then also provide details of the corrective action that was taken. Corrective actions are appropriate
considering the cause of substandard performance. They may consist of re-election of another leader to replace, or
support the first, providing additional capacity training, adjusting the role to reduce its requirements, applying a fine, or
other disciplinary procedure.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
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2.3.11. CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, ITS FINANCIAL POSITION IS SHARED WITH
ITS MEMBERS QUARTERLY
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation is a co-operative, then it must provide details of the means by which it shares The
Organisation's financial condition on a quarterly basis. On investigation, The Organisation's members are aware of how
this is shared and show a basic comprehension of the previous quarter's records. The Organisation may choose to provide
details via a notice that is clearly displayed in work areas, to hold a meeting to dispute the information verbally, or provide
members with a paper or soft copy.
Method of Investigation: Interview
2.3.12. CRITERIA: IF THE ORGANISATION IS A CO-OPERATIVE, ITS MEMBERS ARE CONSULTED ON SPENDS
>10% OF THE ORGANISATION’S CASH POSITION
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation is a co-operative then it must provide minutes from meetings it holds whenever it plans
to spend a sum >10% of The Operation’s cash position. Minutes must show the presence of over 1/2 of The Operation's
members, and the result of a vote on whether to spend the amount or not. On investigation, the decision made was
followed by leadership.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
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3. PRINCIPLE: FINANICAL MANAGEMENT
3.1. POLICY: BUSINESS PLAN
3.1.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS A CLEAR AND DEFINED VISION FOR ITS FUTURE

Level: Intermediate
Explanation: Members of the organisation are aligned on a clearly defined business direction with which all the business
activities are aligned.
Method of Investigation: Administration
3.1.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS A BUSINESS PLAN TO ACHIEVE ITS VISION, WHICH INCLUDES
AT LEAST A ONE YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTION AND IS REVIEWED ANNUALLY

Level: Intermediate
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a paper-based plan for the manner with which it shall achieve its vision. This
shall consist of The Organisation's plans for expansion, equipment/property upgrade, and new goods/service it will offer.
These aspects should be accompanied by an approximate date with which these changes shall occur.
Method of Investigation: Administration
3.1.3.

CRITERIA: THE BUSINESS PLAN MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND REVIEWED
AND AGREED UPON THERE

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organization’s business plan must be presented to the General Assembly for all workers to hear,
question and debate. The core aspects of the business plan should be agreeing upon during this meeting. The
Organisation must present each target from the previous year and declare it successful or unachieved, to what extent,
why, at what cost and whether it needs to be reformed/included in the next revision of the business plan.
Method of Investigation: Interview
3.1.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS A BUSINESS PLAN TO ACHIEVE ITS VISION, WHICH INCLUDES
AT LEAST A THREE YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTION AND IS REVIEWED BI-ANNUALLY

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a paper based plan for the manner with which it shall achieve its vision. This
shall consist of The Organisation's plans for expansion, equipment/property upgrade, and new goods/service it will offer.
These aspects should be accompanied by an approximate date with which these changes shall occur.
Method of Investigation: Interview
3.1.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IS AWARE OF ITS STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES AND HAS A PLAN
TO OVERCOME ITS WEAKNESSES AND PLAY TO ITS STRENGTHS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
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Explanation: The Organisation must produce a paper-based SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)
analysis of The Organisation, its team, and operations. On investigation, the aspects identified in the analysis are
reasonably inclusive and accurate, The Organisation must provide details of any actions it has taken to play to its
strengths, and take hold of opportunities, whilst increasing the capacity of its areas of weakness and mitigating risks. The
Organisation must conduct SWOT analysis on a six monthly basis to monitor and act on any changes that might occur.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
3.1.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION'S BUSINESS PLAN SHOULD INCLUDE INVESTMENT TO CREATE AND
MAINTAIN DECENT WORKING CONDITIONS

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organization must include aspects of investment that improve:
•

Worker health and safety;

•

Conditions of employment; or

•

Social protection;

•

Freedom from discrimination.

Method of Investigation: Interview
3.1.7.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION'S BUSINESS PLAN SHOULD INCLUDE INVESTMENT TO
CREATE AND MAINTAIN THE ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN AND
AROUND THE ORGANISATION'S OPERATIONS

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organization must include aspects of investment that improve:
•

Management of hazardous substances;

•

Ecological integrity; or

•

Sustainability of land management.

Method of Investigation: Interview
3.2. POLICY: RECORDS & STATEMENTS
3.2.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MAINTAINS PARTIAL RECORDS OF ITS REVENUE AND EXPENSES

Level: Basic
Explanation: The Organisation maintains at least monthly records which capture significant revenue into The
Organisation, including sales of minerals, rental of equipment and other business activity, as well as significant
expenditure out of The Organisation, including wages, fuel costs, repayments on loans and equipment rental and other
business activities. This should not detail personal expenses unless directly associated with The Organisations business
activities.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
3.2.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION SETS ASIDE A BUDGET FOR THE PRECEDING MONTH

Level: Intermediate
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a paper-based budget for the preceding month, which roughly outlines all
major expenditures with reasonable accuracy and inclusivity.
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Method of Investigation: Administration
3.2.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MAINTAINS MONTHLY RECORDS OF ITS ASSETS AND IS AWARE OF
THEIR VALUE

Level: Intermediate
Explanation: The Organisation must provide records of all of its assets, and their value. Records should focus on high
value items owned by The Organisation only. Records must be maintained monthly.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
3.2.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S FINANCIAL CONDITION IS REVIEWED BY LEADERSHIP MONTHLY

Level: Intermediate
Explanation: The Organisation must provide notes made during the leadership's monthly review of The Organisation's
financial condition. The notes show that leadership considered The Organisation's revenue, expenses, and its projections.
Method of Investigation: Administration
3.2.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION KEEPS PETTY CASH AT ITS OPERATION FOR BASIC, IMMEDIATE
EXPENSES

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must show through physical evidence that it maintains a level of petty cash at its
operation. The Organisation must provide full and inclusive records of all petty cash kept, and all spent, with details of
the amount, date, item (in the case of expenditure) and person responsible. Records should indicate that only small or
urgent expenses are paid using petty cash.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
3.2.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION SETS ASIDE A BUDGET FOR THE PROCEDING SIX MONTHS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a paper-based budget for the preceding six months, which roughly outlines
all major expenditures with reasonable accuracy and inclusivity.
Method of Investigation: Administration
3.2.7.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S FINANCIAL CONDITION IS REVIEWED BY LEADERSHIP WEEKLY

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide notes made during the leadership's weekly review of The Organisation's
financial condition. The note show that leadership considered The Organisation's revenue, expenses, and its projections.
Method of Investigation: Administration

3.2.8.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MAINTAINS FULL RECORDS OF ITS REVENUE AND EXPENSES

Level: Advanced Criteria I
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Explanation: The Organisation maintains daily records which capture every revenue into The Organisation, including
sales of minerals, rental of equipment and other business activity, as well as every expenditure out of The Organisation,
including wages, fuel costs, repayments on loans and equipment rental and other business activities. This should not
detail personal expenses unless directly associated with The Organisations business activities.
Method of Investigation: Administration
3.2.9.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS UP TO DATE BANK RECEIPTS OR STATEMENTS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must retain bank receipts which indicate the balance of The Organisation’s account at the
last date of withdrawal, or within the last 3 months, whichever is least.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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4. PRINCIPLE: DECENT WORK
4.1. POLICY: FREEDOM OF LABOUR
4.1.1.

CRITERIA: FORCED LABOUR, INCLUDING BONDED OR INVOLUNTARY PRISON LABOUR, MUST NOT
OCCUR

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: On investigation, if The Organisation uses prison labour, workers may leave employment at any point
without threat of violence or other penalty. Workers may be expected to work until the end of their shift, and prisoners
must be kept secure throughout the time spent on The Organisation's site of operation.
On investigation, The Organisation does not retain workers' documents of identification, certificates of qualification, or
other personal defects, unless temporarily at the worker's request for safety, security, or legal purposes.
On investigation, none of The Organisation's workers have debts directly related to their employment within The
Organisation. Any debt taken out under a scheme provided by The Organisation must not be contingent on the worker
remaining in employment in The Organisation, although The Organisation may refuse to provide the worker with any
additional loans or decrease their rate of interest on the loan if doing so was a benefit of employment within The
Organisation.
The Organisation must provide details of all workers who co-habit. On investigation, The Organisation does not obligate
through coercion, threat of violence, details of their employment contracts, or other means, the employment of one
member of the household on the basis of employment of another member of the household.
On investigation, The Organisation's workers may leave employment at any point without threat of violence, or other
penalty. Workers may be expected to work until the end of their shift. Where the worker's contract states that they must
provide The Organisation a period of notice prior to termination of their contract, then the worker may be expected to
remain in work until the completion of this period. Should the worker wish to leave employment prior to the completion
of this period then The Organisation may retain any planned employment bonuses, or annual leave. The maximum
allowable period of notice required must not exceed one month.
On investigation, The Organisation's workers requested employment with The Organisation without physical, mental or
verbal coercion, threat of violence or other penalty.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.2. POLICY: ERADICATION OF CHILD LABOUR
4.2.1.

CRITERIA: MINIMUM CONTRACTED EMPLOYMENT AGE MUST NOT BE LESS THAN 15 YEARS, OR
THAT SPECIFIED BY EXISTING NATIONAL LAW FOR THE SECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT, IF THIS AGE IS
OLDER

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation can provide a record of the name and date of birth of all of its employees, which is verified
by a document of identification. At the point of inspection, none of the workers recorded on the list were under the age
of 15 years, or the Intermediate Criteria age defined by existing national law for the sector of employment, if this is older.
On investigation, none of The Organisation's workers are below the age of 15 years.
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Method of Investigation: Administration / Site inspection
4.2.2.

CRITERIA: PERSONS UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE MUST NOT BE EMPLOYED OR CONTRACTED FOR
ANY TYPE OF HAZARDOUS CHILD LABOUR, WHICH, BY ITS NATURE OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES
UNDER WHICH IT IS CARRIED OUT, IS LIKELY TO JEOPARDISE THEIR HEALTH, SAFETY, MORALS,
OR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation maintains a record of the name and date of birth of all its employees who execute tasks
that are especially dangerous for them, such as subsoil and underwater activities, heavy loads, the use of hazardous
substances, night time shifts, and extended shifts. At the point of inspection, none of the workers recorded on the list
were under the age of 18 years, which is confirmed on inspection of work areas.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site inspection
4.2.3.

CRITERIA: ENSURE THAT CHILDREN UNDER 15 WHO PREVIOUSLY WORKED FOR THE
ORGANISATION DO NOT ENTER OR ARE NOT AT RISK OF ENTERING INTO EVEN WORSE FORMS
OF LABOUR, INCLUDING HAZARDOUS WORK, SLAVE-LIKE PRACTICES, RECRUITMENT INTO ARMED
CONFLICT, SEX WORK, TRAFFICKING FOR LABOUR PURPOSES AND/OR ILLICIT ACTIVITIES

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: If, prior to The Organisation entering into The Facility's scheme, it employed persons under the age of 15,
who were subsequently dismissed, then The Organisation must provide information on the child's new lifestyle. The
Organisation must show Good faith efforts to provide the child with education and, where absolutely necessary, safe,
morally upright work with an alternative employer.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.2.4.

CRITERIA: IN AREAS OF PREVALENCE OF CHILD LABOUR THE ORGANISATION MUST INCLUDE
ACTIVITIES FOR CHILD PROTECTION AND THE ELIMINATION OF WORST FORMS OF CHILD LABOUR
IN THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation must provide the results of a scoping study into the employment of children under 15
years of age, and children under 18 years of age for hazardous, morally degrading and educationally retarding work. The
Organisation must show good faith efforts to engage the local government, cultural and community leaders and employer
groups in dialogue on the importance of protecting these children from work that might cause them harm or interfere
with their educational development.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.2.5.

CRITERIA: WHERE APPLICABLE, DECENT YOUTH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES MUST BE
ENABLED, THAT DO NOT REPRESENT A DANGER FOR THEIR HEALTH, SAFETY AND SCHOOLING,
AND UNDERTAKE ACTIONS TO HELP ADOLESCENTS WHO WORK WITHIN ITS OPERATING AREA TO
HAVE ACCESS TO TECHNICAL TRAININGS

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of activities it undertakes to provide persons between the age of 1518 years with stimulating, non-hazardous work, and on-the-job training, such as an accountancy apprenticeship.
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The Organisation must provide details of activities it undertakes to provide persons between the age of 13-15 years with
skills vocational training, which may include up to 10 hours a week of non-hazardous, paid work, under supervision, to
build understanding and experience.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.3. POLICY: FREEDOM OF DISCRIMINATION
4.3.1.

CRITERIA: DISCRIMINATION MUST NOT OCCUR, NEITHER ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOUR,
GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, DISABILITY, MARITAL STATUS, AGE, RELIGION, POLITICAL
OPINION, MEMBERSHIP OF UNIONS OR OTHER WORKERS’ REPRESENTATIVE BODIES, NATIONAL
OR SOCIAL ORIGIN, IN TERMS OF RECRUITMENT, PROMOTION, ACCESS TO TRAINING,
REMUNERATION, ALLOCATION OF WORK, TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT, RETIREMENT NOR
ANY OTHER PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OR ACTIVITIES UNLESS THIS IS CONSISTENT WITH THE
ORGANISATION’S GOALS AND OBJECTIVES.

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation's policies, nor criteria for selection of persons for the purpose of recruitment, promotion,
access to training, remuneration, allocation of work, termination of employment, retirement nor any other personal
characteristics or activities, specify any bias towards, or against a particular race, colour, gender, sexual orientation,
disability, marital status, age, religion, political opinion, membership of unions or other workers’ representative bodies,
national or social origin. An exception is made when The Organisation is attempting to reach out to a marginalised
population, such as employment of persons with a disability, or work is preferentially performed by a particular
demographic due to the demographic of The Organisation's clients, such as employment of female persons for
rehabilitation of female sex traffic victims. On investigation, The Organisation, nor its members must show any bias in
their work or have been reported to have done so.
The Organisation must have a policy, which can be recited by its leaders for disciplinary action taken if one of its members
is found to have been in contradiction to any of these aspects. Where a member of The Organisation has been reported
to have been in contradiction with any of these issues, The Organisation must provide an explanation of the actions it
took to investigate claims, and any disciplinary action taken where claims were verified.
On observation workers do not engage in, support or tolerate behaviour, including gestures, language, and physical
contact, that is sexually intimidating, abusive or exploitative.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.3.2.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS ORGANISATION HAS A GRIEVANCE MECHANISM TO EFFECTIVELY
RECEIVE AND RESPOND TO CONFIDENTIAL COMPLAINTS FROM WORKERS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation has a complaints box, into which written complaints may be submitted with
confidentiality, or The Organisation enacts a policy which allows complaints to be received by the superior of the person
or job role involved in the complaint without the name, or where possible, the identity, of the person making the
complaint being passed on.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
4.3.3.

CRITERIA: DISADVANTAGED OR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS MUST BE GRANTED EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES IN RECOGNITION OF THEIR SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES AND NEEDS
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Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation shows Good faith efforts to make as many positions in its business available for
completion by disadvantaged and handicapped individuals, for example by installing ramps to their offices for persons
using a wheelchair.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
4.3.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST HAVE PROGRAMMES IN PLACE RELATED TO THE
DISADVANTAGED AND MINORITY GROUPS, TO IMPROVE THEIR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POSITION
IN THE ORGANIZATION

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation shows Good faith efforts to ensure that applications from disadvantaged or minority
groups are considered first when attempting to fill a position, and only if the criteria for the position can-not be fulfilled
by this list that the applications of other persons are considered. The Organization shows good faith efforts to provide
roles and services to its disadvantaged and minority groups that enable them to work productively and practice their
religious or cultural ceremonies. Such programs may include forming specific positions in The Organization which can be
completed by persons of intellectual or physical disability or that allow the worker to stop work to pray at certain times
of day.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.3.5.

CRITERIA: APPROPRIATE MEASURES ARE TAKEN TO ENSURE EQUAL REPRESENTATION OF
WOMEN IN THE ORGANISATION

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation shows good faith efforts to ensure that at least 1/3rd of the workforce is female. It may
choose to do so by reviewing work applications of women first, and only moving on to applications from men if the
requirements for the work cannot be met by female applicants. The Organisation shows Good faith efforts to provide
services to its female staff (and male where applicable), such as childcare and hours that fit with their childcare
obligations, female sanitary facilities.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.4. POLICY: PROTECTION FROM HARASSMENT
4.4.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION AND ITS WORKERS DO NOT ENGAGE IN, SUPPORT OR TOLERATE
THE USE OF CORPORAL PUNISHMENT, MENTAL OR PHYSICAL COERCION OR VERBAL ABUSE

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: On investigation, The Organisation, nor its members engage in, or support initiatives which campaign for
use of corporal punishment, mental, physical or verbal abuse. The Organisation must have a policy, which can be recited
by its leaders for disciplinary action taken if one of its members is found to have been in contradiction with any of these
aspects. Where a member of The Organisation has been reported to have been in contradiction with any of these issues,
The Organisation must provide an explanation of the actions it took to investigate claims, and any disciplinary action
taken where claims were verified.
Method of Investigation: Interview
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4.4.2.

CRITERIA: WORKERS MUST NOT ENGAGE IN, SUPPORT OR TOLERATE BEHAVIOUR, INCLUDING
GESTURES, LANGUAGE, AND PHYSICAL CONTACT, THAT IS SEXUALLY INTIMIDATING, ABUSIVE OR
EXPLOITATIVE

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: On investigation, The Organisation, nor its members engage in behaviour, including gestures, language, and
physical contact, that is sexually intimidating, abusive or exploitative. The Organisation must have a policy, which can be
recited by its leaders for disciplinary action taken if one of its members is found to have been in contradiction of any of
these aspects. Where a member of The Organisation has been reported to have been in contradiction with any of these
issues, The Organisation must provide an explanation of the actions it took to investigate claims, and any disciplinary
action taken where claims were verified.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
4.5. POLICY: FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
4.5.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST RECOGNISE IN WRITING AND IN PRACTICE THE RIGHT OF
ALL WORKERS TO ORGANISE AND TO JOIN WORKERS’ ORGANISATIONS OF THEIR OWN CHOICE
AND TO COLLECTIVELY NEGOTIATE THEIR WORKING CONDITIONS

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: All workers shall enjoy the freedom to democratically elect representatives (as individuals or in the form of
an organization of their choice) to defend their rights and negotiate their interests with The Organisation.
If there is no union that is recognized and active in the locality, if unions are forbidden by law, or if unions are managed
by government and not by members, then workers should be encouraged to democratically elect a form of independent
workers organization.
The Organisation must provide information and training to all workers and leadership explaining workers’ right and the
importance of joining, or forming a worker’s union / workers organisation, and must allow trade unions to advertise on
its sites. When the workers' union is holding an election for its key representatives, The Organisation must provide
workers with sufficient time and resources to do so. This may include allowing workers to access information or surveys
on the internet, or to travel to the nearest voting station, etc.
The Organisation must allow trade union organizers to meet with all of the workers and allow workers to hold meetings
and organize themselves without the interference of management. The Organisation does not place any persons in
workers union meetings for the purpose of monitoring, regulating, or reporting on the outcomes of these meetings.
The Organisation must ensure that neither workers nor their representatives are threatened, punished, intimidated,
harassed or bribed for freely exercising their right to organize or because of their decision whether or not to join a
workers’ organization and/or participate in its legal activities.
The Organisation must have a policy, which can be recited by its leaders for disciplinary action taken if one of its members
is found to have been in contradiction of any of these aspects. Where a member of The Organisation has been reported
to have been in contradiction with any of these issues, The Organisation must provide an explanation of the actions it
took to investigate claims, and any disciplinary action taken where claims were verified.
Method of Investigation: Interview
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4.5.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION PROVIDES WORKERS’ REPRESENTATIVES TIME DURING WORKING
HOURS, FACILITIES AND RESOURCES, FOR THEIR MEETINGS WITH WORKERS AND TO EFFECTIVELY
CARRY OUT THEIR FUNCTIONS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: On investigation, The Organisation permits workers and their workers' unions at least two hours per month,
during the working day, to gather. The Organisation must also provide workers with a meeting area of an acceptable
condition, the use of pens, paper, and computer access if available, and any additional basic requirements.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.6. POLICY: FAIR CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
4.6.1.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS’ WAGES MUST BE EQUAL TO OR EXCEED THE SECTOR NATIONAL
AVERAGE WAGES OR OFFICIAL MINIMUM WAGES FOR SIMILAR OCCUPATIONS, WHICHEVER IS
HIGHER, OR RECEIVE SHARES OF PRODUCTION OR PROFIT THAT ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THEIR
WORK.

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a record of payments made to its workers, which show that all workers
receive a wage equal to, or above the national Intermediate Criteria wage, or the sector average, whichever is highest.
Where workers are paid through a profit sharing agreement, this must be congruent to the work performed and, on an
annualised basis, must not be less than the equivalent annual wage.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.2.

CRITERIA: UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS, WORKING HOURS MUST NOT EXCEED 48 HOURS PER
WEEK AND AT LEAST 24 CONSECUTIVE HOURS OF REST MUST BE GIVEN PER WEEK. OVERTIME
MUST NOT EXCEED 12 HOURS PER WEEK, AND A MAXIMUM OF 3 HOURS PER DAY

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must maintain records of the hours worked by its workers, which show that workers do
not work more than 48 hours per week and receive 24 consecutive hours per week in 40 weeks of a year, or the national
legislation maximum working hours per week in the country of operation, whichever is least. For the remaining weeks of
a year, atypical working hours can be put in place if these are determined and agreed upon by the employer and worker.
These atypical working hours must not exceed 12 hours a week, for a maximum of 3 hours a day. Work must include at
least 45 minutes of rest per 8 hours.
Work must always include at least 45 minutes of rest per 8 hours, and under no circumstances can conditions be agreed
upon that are detrimental to the employee or that ignore regulatory limits. Work hour records must consist of the
worker's name, the hours worked per day, hours worked per week and the hourly wage, all signed and agreed by the
worker.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.3.

CRITERIA: DEDUCTIONS FROM SALARIES OF HIRED WORKERS ARE ONLY PERMITTED AS AGREED
BY NATIONAL LAWS, AS FIXED BY A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT OR IF THE EMPLOYEE
HAS GIVEN HIS/HER WRITTEN CONSENT

Level: Basic Criteria
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Explanation: The Organisation must provide a record of all deductions made to its workers' salaries, which include the
worker's name, the amount deducted, the reason for the deduction, the worker's final wage with the deduction, and a
signed permission from the worker for the deduction. Permissible reasons for deduction include: payment for worker's
tax, payment for worker social protection (pension, healthcare, occupational risk insurance, unemployment insurance),
payment of other non-compulsory services (e.g. accommodation), repayment of loans, fines for behaviour misconduct
(internal or as a result of a court order), corrections of monthly wages due to overpayment, or strike action. The worker's
wage after deductions must not be less than Intermediate Criteria wage for the country of operation.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.4.

CRITERIA: ALL THIRD PARTY HIRED WORKERS MUST RECEIVE AT LEAST THE SAME EMPLOYMENT
CONDITIONS AS THE ORGANISATION, AND PERMINANT WORKERS MUST RECEIVE THE SAME
EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS AND SOCIAL PROTECTION FOR THE SAME WORK PERFORMED

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: All workers employed through a third party receive the same or better conditions of employment than The
Organisation’s own.
The Organisation provides all workers that have been employed at the organisation for more than three months with the
same level of social protection, conditions of employment and any other benefits as other workers, even where they are
seasonal or migrant workers.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.6.5.

CRITERIA: EMPLOYED WORKERS’ REMUNERATION MUST BE MADE REGULARLY AND PROPERLY
DOCUMENTED

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a record of the dates with which payments to its workers are dispersed,
which must show the maximum dispersion period to be fortnightly to waged workers, and quarterly to workers paid as a
share of production. Where workers are paid as a share of production, and the mine is not yet in production, then
documentation should note as such.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.6.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS’ WAGES MUST BE GRADUALLY INCREASED TO ‘LIVING WAGE’ LEVELS
ABOVE THE OFFICIAL MINIMUM WAGE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must maintain a record of the wages paid to its employees. Taking in to account The
Organisation's annual profit, it must show good faith efforts to increase its workers' wages to that of the living wage.
Living wage can be calculated as: (Cost of nutritious diet + cost of basic, acceptable housing + other essential expenses) x
average household number / (number of full-time worker equivalents per household) x 1.2 (factor for unforeseen events)
x worker income tax rate = living wage. Essential expenses include a reasonable expense for healthcare, transport and
education.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.7.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS’ WAGES MUST EQUAL OR EXCEED A 'LIVING WAGE' FOR THE COUNTRY
IN WHICH THEY WORK
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Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a record of a payments made to its workers, which show that all workers
receive a wage equal to, or above the living wage for the country in which the operation is situated.
This can be calculated as (Cost of nutritious diet + cost of basic, acceptable housing + other essential expenses)
x average household number / (number of full-time worker equivalents per household) x 1.2 (factor for
unforeseen events) x worker income tax rate = living wage.
Essential expenses include a reasonable expense for healthcare, transport and education.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.6.8.

CRITERIA: ALL PERMANENT EMPLOYED WORKERS HAVE A LEGALLY BINDING WRITTEN CONTRACT
OF EMPLOYMENT

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide paper-based contracts for all of its workers that work for more than three
months of a year. This should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Names of the employer and employee.
The employee's job title or a brief description of his/her role.
The employee's start date (and when his/her continuous employment began, if earlier).
The place of work, and (if different) the employer's address.
How much and how often the employee will be paid.
Terms and conditions relating to hours of work.
Terms and conditions relating to holiday entitlement.
Terms and conditions relating to sickness absence and sick pay.
Terms and conditions relating to pensions (including whether the employee's pension is covered by a contracting-out
certificate).
Notice periods to terminate employment.
For a non-permanent employee, how long the contract is expected to continue (or if it is for a fixed term, the date on
which it will end)
Details of disciplinary and grievance procedures that apply to the employee.
Details of collective agreements that apply to the employee.

Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.6.9.

CRITERIA: PERMANANT EMPLOYED WORKERS HAVE THE RIGHT TO AT LEAST 3 WEEKS OF PAID
LEAVE A YEAR PRO RATA

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: Workers that have worked for The Organisation for more than three months, and receive a wage,
have the right to at least 3 weeks of paid leave a year pro rata, that prescribed by national law, or the sector
Collective Bargaining Agreement regulations where they exist, or the agreement signed between the workers'
organization and the employer, whichever is higher. On interview, workers do not receive negative repercussion,
harassment or deduction in salary to take leave in accordance with this policy.
Leave includes all sick leave, maternity / paternity leave, holiday or other.
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Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.6.10. CRITERIA: PERMANENT SELF-EMPLOYED WORKERS WHO HAVE BEEN WORKING FOR OVER 3
MONTHS FOR THE ORGANISATION MUST HAVE IN PLACE A FAIR AND TRANSPARENT PROFITSHARING AGREEMENT WITH THE OWNER
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must maintain a record of the distribution of profits amongst its owners, leaders and
workers. This record must show a reasonable distribution of profits amongst each person in these groups. Workers must
receive a share that is in line with the approximate percentage input they have rendered to The Organisation in that year.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.6.11. CRITERIA: IF WORKERS ARE PROVIDED WITH HOUSING, THE CONDITIONS AND THE
INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE HOUSE MUST BE SUCH AS TO ENSURE DECENCY, PRIVACY AND
SECURITY. HOUSING MUST BE PROVIDED AT REASONABLE COSTS. HOWEVER, WORKERS ARE NOT
OBLIGED TO USE THE EMPLOYER’S HOUSING.
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: If The Organisation provides accommodation for its employees, it must demonstrate through physical visits
that all accommodation has an acceptable level of privacy and security and is free from moulds, leaks and is in a general
decent state.
If employers provide accommodation at a cost, then it must be equal to or below the average cost of similar
accommodation in a representative location.
When investigated, accommodation must not be obligatory for workers, unless on the grounds of the worker's own
security (e.g. accommodation is inside a guarded compound secure from surrounding conflict), and workers must not
feel coerced in to accepting accommodation.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site inspection
4.7. POLICY: UPHOLD OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
4.7.1.

CRITERIA: ADEQUATE MEASURES FOR ROCK STABILITY ARE USED IN ALL WORK AREAS, OR AREAS
THAT COULD LEAD TO PROPAGATION OF INSTABILITY THROUGH TO WORK AREAS

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Excavation size should be minimalised in the planar direction, and where required, rock support using
timbering, pins or jacks is used to prevent collapse. In the case of open-pit mines, inclination of slopes and height of
benches must not exceed limits generally considered safe for that type of soil or rock. As a rule of thumb, slope inclination
for an unweathered, dry igneous or metamorphic rock may be up to 90° for 5 meters. A sedimentary, or weathered
igneous or metamorphic rock, should not exceed 70° for over 2m. There must be no signs of rock slides, mud failures, or
loss of rock blocks/wedges from the slope face.
All areas of rock must be within reach using a pinch bar (or equivalent device used to release loose rock).
Miners are all trained in the identification and management of rock instability. Workers all have the right to refuse to
work in a mining area if they deem the rock to be unsafe. A pinch bar is available in working areas of hard rock mines.
Wooden beams are constructed, and roof bolts are used where required.
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Miners should be made aware of the dangers of excavation near or in to another excavation. Where this is done, the
second excavation must be checked regularly to ensure its stability and that it is not filled with water.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
4.7.2.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS MUST BE PROVIDED WITH BASIC PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
(PPE) FREE OF CHARGE INCLUDING REPLACEMENTS WHEN NO LONGER FIT FOR USE AND BE
OBLIGATED TO USE IT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NATURE OF THEIR OPERATION, THE WORK TO
BE DONE AND THE PLACE WHERE IT IS DONE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Where The Organisation's activities involve work underground, or in any other area where rock could fall
from height, workers must wear hard hats.
Where The Organisation's activities involve work in the proximity of high decibel noises or sounds, workers must wear
ear protection.
Where The Organisation's activities involve work in dust-filled environments, workers must wear dust masks.
All workers must wear footwear with sole protection.
Where The Organisation's activities involve handling of hazardous chemicals, all workers in its splash zone must wear
chemical resistant rubber gloves, overalls and eye protection. There must also be a source of water available with
sufficient capacity to wash workers down if splashed.
The Organisation must provide this equipment free of charge and replace worn out equipment. Should equipment expire
due to irresponsible use, or be lost by workers, then it is reasonable to expect the worker to contribute to its replacement.
Workers without PPE must not carry out work that require its use.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Observation
4.7.3.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS MUST HAVE ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND AWARENESS TRAINING OF
THE MAIN HEALTH, SAFETY AND SECURITY RISKS RELATED TO THE AREA AND ACTIVITY OF WORK
AND PROCEDURES TO PREVENT AND RESPOND TO INSTANCES

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must show a register of attendance, and the materials to support training in health,
safety and security hazard identification and management in the workplace that is relevant to the worker’s area
and activity of work. Key risks and their management should be highlighted, including navigation of instable
ground, use and handling of hazardous chemicals, and production of dusts during drilling and milling and working
from heights. On interview of workers are able to identify key hazards and know the correct procedure to manage
them.
In each area of work, The Organisation must clearly display instruction on the procedure to manage a health and
safety incidents (e.g. an unintended explosion) and the main health and safety risks (e.g. rock instability).
Information should include evacuation and refuge points, emergency contact numbers, first aid kit points.
Information should be displayed in at least the primary language used at the mine, with pictograms to support illiterate
or non-native readers.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection / Interview
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4.7.4.

CRITERIA: A FIRST AID KIT AND TRAINED PERSON MUST BE AVAILABLE IN ALL AREAS OF WORK

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must make accessible a first aid kit at every site from which a worker operates. The kit
must consist of at least a bandage, scissors sterile sticky paper tape (for sealing lacerations), anti-bacterial creams, an eye
washing kit and several large pads for application over wounds. At least one person trained in basic first aid must be
available at every site and shift in which a worker operates.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
4.7.5.

CRITERIA: A REGISTER OF ALL WORK-RELATED ACCIDENTS, FATALITIES AND ILLNESSES MUST BE
MAINTAINED

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation maintains a register of every injury that was sustained during the course of its activities.
Injuries might range from a splinter to accidental death. The register should include the date, the name of the worker
injured and the name of the person responsible for risk reduction and action taken in line with this.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.7.6.

CRITERIA: A COMMITTEE MUST BE ESTABLISHED FOR TAKING DECISIONS AND IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS TO MANAGE AND MONITOR HEALTH AND SAFETY RISKS IN THE WORKPLACE, FOR THE
WHOLE OPERATIONAL AREA OF THE ORGANISATION

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation assigns a committee of at least two people to the role of Health and Safety Officers. The
role must involve: hazard identification, risk analysis, de-risking procedure design and implementation management,
training of workers in occupational health and safety, and reporting weekly on-site health and safety risks and their
management.
The Health and Safety Officer must visit sites weekly, including all underground workings and must be granted permission
to stop operations if they deem the site unsafe.
The role may be the exclusive role of the individual, or as a secondary role. However, the person/s must not be paid in
the form of profit sharing, but of a fixed salary for all work undertaken for The Organisation.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
4.7.7.

CRITERIA: MINING OPERATIONS HAVE A MINE EVACUATION AND RESCUE PLAN

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation's Health and Safety Officer has designed a procedure for the evacuation and rescue of
personnel involved in a health, safety or security incidents to minimise further injury or death. Incidents may include risk
of flooding and pit collapse during heavy rainfall, rise in explosive gas levels, etc.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.7.8.

CRITERIA: POTABLE WATER AND HYGIENE FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL WORKERS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
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Explanation: The Organisation must ensure an adequate supply of portable water is available to workers at the start and
end of their shift. Workers must be permitted to carry water with them to drink during the shift, except where this poses
a safety risk. In this instance two hourly drinking breaks must be allowed where the worker is permitted to retreat to a
safe place to drink.
The Organisation must ensure that all work places are equipped with a designated toilet. Where religion or local culture
dictate, a separate male and female toilet should be available. As a minimum, toilets should consist of a bucket, or a hole
at surface, with a shield for privacy. When the reciprocal is full, the method of waste disposal must be adequate to prevent
leaking of effluent into waterways or work areas.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
4.7.9.

CRITERIA: ADEQUATE VENTILATION IS PROVIDED IN ALL WORK AREAS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: Through-flow of air should be great enough to prevent workers from getting headaches from a lack of
oxygen or build-up of toxic fumes. As a rule of thumb, an air velocity of 1.5m/s is adequate. At this velocity, a 5 cm length
of thread shall visibly bend towards the downstream flow direction when the top is held between the thumb and
forefinger.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
4.7.10. CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS MUST USE FULL PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT TO GUARD
AGAINST INJURY FROM MEDIUM AND HIGH-RISK EVENTS
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: Where The Organisation's activities involve work with heavy items (including rock), workers wear footwear
with hard toe protection (hard leather or steel).
Where The Organisation's activities involve work with sharp items (saws, axes, etc.) workers wear gloves and footwear
with sufficient protection to resist a cut.
Where The Organisation's activities involve work with hot items (welding machines, smelting furnace, etc.) workers in
proximity of hot work use leather gloves, aprons and footwear and eye protection.
Where The Organisation's activities involve work with bright light (arc welders, etc.) workers wear eye protection that
filters out harmful light.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
4.7.11. CRITERIA: ALL WORK PROCESSES, WORKPLACES, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT MUST BE AS SAFE
AS REASONABLY PRACTICABLE
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must ensure that all major health and safety hazards are managed to minimise the risk to
intermediate levels or below. Measures may include use of signs, barriers, use of alternatives (e.g. less toxic chemicals
used), training to ensure all workers are competent to carry out their duties, adequate worker rest, ban of alcohol or drug
intoxication during work hours, insulation of electrical sources and procedures to limit worker time spent in hazardous
areas or other controls.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
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4.8. POLICY: SOCIAL PROTECTION
4.8.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST NOT ALLOW PERSONS WITH A SEVERE LEARNING
IMPAREMENT TO DO ANY POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS WORK

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation maintains a record of the name and information about their specific handicap and
consequential needs of all its employees who execute tasks that are especially dangerous for them, such as subsoil and
underwater activities, heavy loads, the use of hazardous substances, night time shifts, and extended shifts. None of the
workers recorded on this list have a severe learning difficulty, which is confirmed on inspection of work areas.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
4.8.2.

CRITERIA: IN THE CASE OF DEATH OF A WORKER OR SHAREHOLDER, HEIRS RETAIN THE SHARES
AND EARNINGS HELD BY THE DECEASED

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: Where deceased workers were shareholders in The Organisation, their shares must be passed to the
worker's closest relatives. Where shares are reliant on work performed by the worker, these shares should remain active
for no less than one year from death.
The Organisation must provide a paper-based policy signed by the leaders of the Organisation, including the accountant,
stating that upon the death of a worker, their closest relative or other person specified by the deceased, shall receive
benefit of payment for service rendered, and any occupational risk insurance that The Organisation may have taken out
on their behalf. Should the worker wish to have repatriation benefits entitled to a person other than their closest family
member, workers should have the opportunity to request this noted at any time during their employment. The
Organisation must provide a register of each worker's preferred beneficiary.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.8.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION PROVIDES SUPPORT TO ALL PREGNANT AND BREAST-FEEDING
WOMEN WORKERS, SO THAT THEY CAN PASS TO LIGHTER, NON-DANGEROUS WORK

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation informs its female workers of the dangers of working in physically demanding, or
hazardous work whilst pregnant, and actively encourages pregnant women to inform The Organisation as soon as they
find they are pregnant, or if they are breast feeding. On investigation, The Organisation makes good faith efforts to assign
pregnant and breast-feeding staff to lighter, non-dangerous work where it is available, even if this means redistributing
the workforce to put non-vulnerable persons in hazardous work.
. Work for this demographic should allow them breaks where required, such as to breast feed.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.8.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST ASSIST WORKERS TO ACCESS SOCIAL PROTECTION

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must make workers aware of their legal rights to social protection and offers all payments
for social protections The Organisation is legally obligated to provide for its workers. Even if no social protection is offered
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by the government, or The Organisation directly, where schemes exist, The Organisation must make workers aware of
how to access social protections for:
•

Medical care.

•

Sickness benefit

•

Unemployment benefit

•

Old age benefit

•

Employment injury benefit

•

Family benefit

•

Maternity benefit

•

Invalidity benefit

•

Survivors’ benefit

Method of Investigation: Admin / Interview
4.8.5.

CRITERIA: IN THE ABSENCE OF SOCIAL SECURITY PROTECTION SYSTEMS, THE WORKERS AFFECTED
BY ACCIDENTS, OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OR DISASTER MUST RECEIVE SOLIDARITY HELP
THROUGH ECONOMIC SUPPORT COLLECTED FROM SHARES OF PROFIT

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation can ensure that workers that are injured, die, or develop occupational disease through
the course of their work receive monthly remuneration for as long as they or their families are impacted. In the case of
death, this should be for no less than one year. Remuneration should equate to the worker's salary prior to the incident.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.8.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MAKES BEST EFFORTS TO ENSURE THAT THE ITS WOMEN
WORKERS MAY ACCESS CHILDCARE FACILITIES WHERE THEY CAN BREASTFEED THEIR INFANTS

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of work it has undertaken to provide its female staff access female
and infant health services, childcare facilities where they can breastfeed their infants and receive benefits of social
security available in the local area. Where this service is not already available in the local community, The Organisation
must show good faith efforts to bring access to the community. Such efforts may be to engage in discussions with local
or national government, community leaders or service providers. Where required, The Organisation should assist women
in saving for these services or completing paperwork if illiterate.
Method of Investigation: Interview
4.8.7.

CRITERIA: ALL WORKERS MUST BE INCLUDED IN A PROGRAM OF REGULAR, VOLUNTARY MEDICAL
CHECKS, INCLUDING CARE RELATED TO WOMEN’S HEALTH

Level: Advanced Criteria III
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Explanation: The Organisation must provide medical checks free of charge to employees quarterly to inspect for: silicosis,
pneumoconiosis, lung cancer, tuberculosis, hearing loss, sight loss, HIV and mercury poisoning where these tests are
relevant.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.8.8.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST PROVIDE ITS WORKERS WITH A SOCIAL SECURITY SCHEME
COVERING HEALTH AND PENSION AND OCCUPATIONAL RISK INSURANCE

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation provides details of the pension, health care, and occupational risk insurance schemes that
it pays into to cover the social security of its employees. Employees may be obligated to pay in to these schemes, however
it should not have a serious adverse effect on their salaries, and wages must still be above Intermediate Criteria wage, or
industry average for the country of operation. Evidence may be a signed letter from the social insurance scheme, which
should include key contact numbers and the address of the service provider. The termination date of the service contract
should be clearly displayed and must be in date.
Method of Investigation: Administration
4.8.9.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION COLLABORATES WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS TO PROVIDE
ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation must demonstrate that it has been instrumental in the incubation of sustainable smallscale enterprises in its community. The Organisation may have provided finance, leadership and business training, or
technical support, which is documented with a brief description of the assistance provided, dated and signed by The
Organisation and assisted enterprise.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
4.8.10. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION SHOULD SEEK TO PROVIDE NON-HAZARDOUS WORK PEOPLE WITH
CHRONIC, HEPATIC, RENAL, OR RESPIRATORY DISEASE, PHYSICAL OR MENTAL DISABILITY
Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation actively encourages workers with chronic, hepatic, renal, or respiratory disease, physical
or mental disability pregnant women to inform The Organisation as soon as they find they are aware of their disease or
disability. On investigation, The Organisation makes good faith efforts to assign workers with chronic, hepatic, renal, or
respiratory disease, physical or mental disability to lighter, non-dangerous work. Work for this demographic should allow
them breaks where required, such as to take medication.
Method of Investigation: Interview
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5. PRINCIPLE: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
5.1. POLICY: AVOIDANCE OF ILLEGAL AND ILLICIT ACTIVITIES
5.1.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION’S ACTIVITIES NEITHER DIRECTLY, OR INDIRECTLY FINANCE OR
SUPPORT ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OR ARMED CONFLICTS

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: On investigation, The Organisation must not knowingly finance or provide in-kind support directly, or
through procurement of goods and services from, or sale to traders involved in, illegal activities or armed conflict,
or in any other way support those involved in these activities.
Method of Investigation: Interview
5.1.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION IDENTIFIES AND ASSESSES THE RISK OF FUNDING ILLEGAL
ACTIVITY OR CONFLICT THROUGH ITS SUPPLY CHAIN, AND PUTS IN PLACE REASONABLE
MEASURES TO MINIMISE THIS RISK

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide the results of a scoping study into the level of illegal, or illicit activity and
conflict in its supply chain, which should at least cover The Organisation's direct supply chain. The scoping study must
include the names and contact details of all of their significant suppliers and buyers, the items that they trade, and any
known connection to activities deemed illegal or illicit by either the national government, international conventions,
treaties or international law, or otherwise included in The Facility's exclusion list. The Organisation must update the
findings of this study annually. On investigation, this information is deemed correct.
The Organisation must provide details of its procedure to minimise the risk of funding illegal or illicit activity. As an
Intermediate Criteria, this must consist of only procuring from, or selling to traders investigated in its scoping study of
the level of illegal, or illicit activity and conflict in its supply chain, which can be verified on investigation.
Method of Investigation: Interview
5.1.3.

CRITERIA: A GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS MUST BE IN PLACE, WHICH INCLUDES
A DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS. IF A GRIEVANCE CANNOT BE RESOLVED, THEN CONCERNS SHALL BE
INVESTIGATED BY AN INDEPENDENT HUMAN RIGHTS BODY

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of its grievance procedure and be seen to display these details in
work places, and on the entrance to the operation. The local government, religious and community leaders should also
be provided with information on this procedure. The grievance procedure should be available to workers and the general
public and should allow either for the complainant to provide their personal details, or to remain anonymous. Grievance
about any topic should be allowed. Where The Organisation is constructed of many departments, then the grievance
should be passed to the appropriate department for investigation and rectification where required. Should the complaint
consist of any accusation of human rights abuse or environmental degradation, then as well as informing the relevant
department, the leaders of The Organisation must be informed. All grievances must be filed and available for inspection.
The Organisation's grievance procedure must allow grievance about The Organisation to be posted to either The
Organisation, or, in the case of accusation of human rights abuse or environmental degradation, to a local NGO (civil
society). If any grievance related to human rights abuse or environmental degradation cannot be resolved, then The
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Organisation must consult the designated NGO. The designated NGO must record all complaints it receives and take
appropriate action to resolve the issue.
The Organisation must provide an explanation of the steps it takes to manage grievance. These steps should follow the
format: 1. acknowledge the grievance by sending a note of acknowledgement to the complainant where their details
have been provided, and make a record of complaint in The Organisation's records; 2. define the problem by attributing
it to potential failure of one of a number of issue areas (e.g. environmental); 3. conduct due diligence to investigate the
allegation and establish all of the facts pertaining to it; 4. analyse and make a verdict on the validity of allegations; 5.
where the aggregation is proved valid, then a plan for remediate action should be formed; 6. The Organisation must
follow up on the implementation of this plan at timely intervals until full correction is thought to have been achieved; 7.
where appropriate, the complainant is informed of all corrective action planned and achieved. Due diligence of the
allegation should have sufficient depth and integrity of investigation and should be supervised by the person in charge of
managing grievance.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.2. POLICY: COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
5.2.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST NOT USE HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS WITHIN 10 METERS
FROM ONGOING HUMAN ACTIVITY

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organization can show that the boundary between where hazardous chemicals are applied and people
live or meet without protection is greater than 10 meters.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
5.2.2.

CRITERIA: WHERE PEOPLES ARE THREATENED WITH DISPLACEMENT BY THE ORGANISATION’S
ACTIVITIES, THE ORGANISATION MUST CONFORM TO THE WORLD BANK OP/BP 4.12,
INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT POLICIES

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation plans to expand its operations, then it must provide evidence that it conducts a scoping
study to identify all persons affected, and a plan to mitigate the risks of displacement, which include: 1. as far as
reasonably possible, involuntary displacement should be avoided by exploring all alternative site locations or designs; 2.
where alternative designs and locations are not feasible, resettlement activities should be conceived and executed as
sustainable development programs, providing sufficient investment resources to enable the persons displaced by the
project to share in project benefits. Displaced persons should be meaningfully consulted and should have opportunities
to participate in planning and implementing resettlement programs; 3. Displaced persons should be assisted in their
efforts to improve their livelihoods and standards of living or at least to restore them, in real terms, to pre-displacement
levels or to levels prevailing prior to the beginning of project implementation, whichever is higher.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.2.3.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS FREE, PRIOR AND INFORMED CONCENT FROM EFFECTED
COMMUNIITES FOR ITS OPERATION

Level: Advanced I Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation identifies local communities that may be affected by its activities. A binding agreement
through free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) is established with those communities. The agreement defines the
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duration, provisions for renegotiation, renewal, termination, economic conditions and other terms and conditions. The
agreement makes provisions for monitoring by local communities of the organisation’s compliance with its terms and
conditions.
Method of Investigation: Interview

5.2.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION AND ITS MANAGEMENT RECOGNISE AND PROTECT SITES OF
SPECIAL CULTURAL OR RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES IF THEY ARE WITHIN
THE ORGANISATION’S BOUNDARY

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: Through engagement with local communities, the organisation identifies sites which are of special cultural,
ecological, economic, religious or spiritual significance and for which these communities hold legal or customary rights.
The organisation and its management recognise and/or protect these sites through engagement with these local
communities.
The Organisation must provide the results of a scoping study to identify all sites which are of special cultural, ecological,
economic, religious or spiritual significance for the communities surrounding its sites, or for which these communities
hold legal or customary rights. The study should include consultations with local government officials from the
department of culture and department of environment, community elders and leaders, religious leaders, industry
representatives and local farmers.
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The Organisation must provide details of how they have made good faith efforts to tailor their activities and operations
to mitigate their impact on these areas.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
5.2.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION SHOULD WORK WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES OR OTHER RELEVANT
PARTIES TO DIAGNOSE THE MAIN RISKS AND VULNERABILITIES OF THE COMMUNITY TO
ACCIDENTS AND DISASTERS ARISING FROM ITS ACTIVITY. AN ACTION PLAN SHOULD BE
ESTABLISHED TO ADDRESS THE MAIN RISKS AND VULNERABILITIES IDENTIFIED

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must provide an assessment for the main risks and vulnerabilities of the community,
accidents, and disasters arising from its activity. This should also include the impact of a decrease in jobs or pay levels
provided by The Organisation, impact on water quantity and quality, risk of buildings and property in the impact zone of
potential landslides, risks to human and livestock health and safety caused by a chemical leak, loss of lives should mine
workings collapse, and the potential impact of the use of mercury and production of heavy metal dusts on the health of
humans and wildlife.
The Organisation must provide an action plan to mitigate the main risks and strengthen areas of vulnerability in the
communities around its operations. Good faith efforts must be seen to have been made to reduce the community's risks
and vulnerabilities in accordance with its action plan. The Organisation must monitor progress made in line with its action
plans on a quarterly basis and adjust its risk assessment as necessary.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection / Interview
5.2.6.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION SHOULD TAKE MEASURES TO EDUCATE THE SURROUNDING
COMMUNITY ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY RISKS RELATED TO ITS ACTIVITIES

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation can provide evidence of awareness and advice provided to the communities around its
operations on the main health and safety risks of participating in the activities of its operation, and to the communities
that surround its operations. Evidence should show the resources delivered, as well as the dates, and number of people
reached.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.2.7.

CRITERIA: CONSENT IS GIVEN BY LOCAL COMMUNITIES FOR USE OF THEIR TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE AND INTERLECTUAL PROPERTY

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The organisation upholds the rights of local communities to protect and utilise their traditional knowledge
and compensate them for the utilisation of such knowledge and their intellectual property. A binding agreement exists
between the organisation and the local communities for such utilisation through Free, Prior and Informed Consent and
must be consistent with the protection of intellectual property rights. A binding agreement exists between The
Organisation and the local communities for such utilisation.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.3. POLICY: TRACEABILITY
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5.3.1.

CRITERIA: PRODUCT NOT PRODUCED BY THE ORGANISATION MUST BE KEPT PHYSICALLY
SEPARATE AND LABELED AS SUCH FROM PROCUREMENT TO SALE

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation leases its equipment to other producers from which remaining product is removed,
agrees to market product from other producers, or receives payment for services rendered in the form of product, or
through any other means acquires product that was not directly derived from its own operation, it keeps its own product
stream separate, and each marked as either internal or external product.
On investigation, if The Organisation sells product to a trader who operates under the Fairtrade, Fairmined, or any other
product certification scheme, then prior to sale to the trader, the distinction should be clearly made between internal
and external production.
On investigation, when The Organisation reports its production to The Facility, the distinction should be clearly made
between internal and external production.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Interview
5.3.2.

CRITERIA: ALL TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN A PRODUCER ORGANISATION AND TRADER ARE
DOCUMENTED, INCLUDING DATE, VOLUME, PRICE, THE PHYSICAL FORM OF THE PRODUCT WHEN
TRANSACTED, SELLER IDENTITY, TRADER IDENTITY AND PERMIT NUMBER WHERE AVAILABLE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide a record of all transactions in full value, on an ongoing basis, and in
chronological order. Records must include details of the date, volume, price, the physical form of the product when
transacted, seller identity, trader identity and permit number where available.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.3.3.

CRITERIA: PRODUCTION PROCESSED THROUGH EQUIPMENT THAT IS LEASED HIRED, OR THIRD
PARTY OWNED, COMPLETE PHYSICAL TRACEABILITY OF THE PRODUCT IS ENSURED

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: On investigation, The Organisation ensures that where equipment sharing occurs, all mineral, commodity,
or product is washed/removed prior to The Organisation's own use.
Method of Investigation: Administration
5.3.4.

PRODUCT WITH CERTIFICATION, OR OTHER UNIQUE SELLING POINT SHOULD BE KEPT PHYSICALLY
SEPARATE AND TRACEABLE THROUGH LABELLING FROM PRODUCTION TO SALE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation sells various products, which vary according by attributes which are difficult to
identify rapidly through a visual assessment, then the product streams should be kept separate from the point of
extraction or harvest, to the point of sale. Storage containers or facilities should be clearly labelled to identify the
difference.
Examples of such products are mercury free gold vs mercury processed gold, organic crop vs non-organic crop,
certified production vs non-certified production.
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5.3.5.

CRITERIA: ORGANISATION CARRIES OUT REGULAR CHECKS OF PRODUCTION FROM ALL WORK
PLACES TO ENSURE THAT NO OUTSIDE PRODUCTION IS MIXED WITH INTERNAL PRODUCTION

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation must provide details of the measures it takes to ensure that all end product is traceable
to either its own resource, or an external resource. This should include inspection of all work places that product is
claimed to have been produced at to ensure that quantities seem realistic with the size of the operation in this location.
Method of Investigation: Interview
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6. PRINCIPLE: ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
6.1. POLICY: MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
6.1.1.

CRITERIA: A MERCURY-FREE CONCENTRATION PROCESS PRECEDES AMALGAMATION TO PREVENT
WHOLE ORE AMALGAMATION

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it pre-concentrates ore, as far as the equipment it has
available will allow, before mercury is applied.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.2.

CRITERIA: HAZADOUS SUBSTANCES AND CONTAMINATED TAILINGS MUST NOT BE DISCHARGED
INTO WATER OR WHERE THEY CAN REACH WATER BODIES

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: Panning using mercury may not occur next to a waterbody. Contaminated tailings heaps must be piled
>100m from the nearest surface waterbody or well. Contaminated water must be released >250m from the nearest
surface waterbody or well. Contaminated water must be released in to a pit/pond to allow gradual release over time,
rather than flow in to a waterbody.
If The Organisation is to dispose of fuels, oils or other hydrocarbon liquid, then it must first show good faith attempts to
recycle the liquid. If its recycling is not viable, then it must be disposed of by storage in plastic or metal receptacles
underground, packed with soil or rock.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.3.

CRITERIA: MERCURY AMALGAM BURNING MUST BE DONE ONLY IN DESIGNATED PREMISES THAT
ARE NOT INDOORS, NEAR URBAN, RESIDENTIAL OR RECREATIONAL AREAS WHERE PEOPLE
WITHOUT PROTECTION MAY BE AFFECTED (PARTICULARLY PREGNANT WOMEN, CHILDREN OR
BABIES)

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then mercury amalgam must only be burnt in designated sites
with good through flow of ventilation, outdoors, or in a shelter with open sides, away from residential areas, or areas
where people regularly work.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.4.

CRITERIA: THE USE OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, SUCH AS MERCURY AND CYANIDE, MUST BE
UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY OF TRAINED ADULTS OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE, NEVER PREGNANT OR
BREASTFEEDING WOMEN, OR PERSONS DIAGNOSED WITH MENTAL DEFICIENCIES OR DISEASES
OF THE GASTROINTESTINAL, URINARY, NERVOUS OR RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation only permits men >18 years of age to handle mercury or be in the proximity of the mercury
vaporising process.
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The Organisation only permits persons (men or women) >18 years of age to handle hazardous substances, even if they
are in a sealed container.
The Organisation must provide evidence that all personnel who handle hazardous substances are trained in its safe use,
storage and disposal. Such evidence shall include a signed register of attendance at training workshops; test papers
completed in the personnel's handwriting, signed by the personnel and showing a strong level of understanding.
Personnel can provide training to another person (e.g. the auditor).
The Organisation only permits persons >18 years of age to handle, prime and detonate explosive substances.
The Organisation only permits persons with a blasting license from a country recognised to be compatible with the
country of operation by the local government. The Organisation must provide proof either in the form of the original
certificate, or a copy, with the person's name.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Administration
6.1.5.

CRITERIA: HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES SUCH AS EXPLOSIVES, MERCURY AND CYANIDE MUST NOT
BE KEPT IN RESIDENTIAL HOUSES, BUT IN APPROPRIATELY SIGNPOSTED PLACES WITH ADEQUATE
CONDITIONS FOR SAFE STORAGE, INVENTORY KEEPING AND DISPOSAL

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must keep all hazardous substances in sealed receptacle, which is resistant to water or
leakage. The container should be made of a strong enough material to prevent it from easily splitting. If storing explosives,
it must be ensured that the material in direct contact with the substance is not subject to build up of static, such as plastic,
or high conduction of heat, such as metal. If storing corrosive chemicals, it must be ensured that the material in direct
contact with the substance is not subject to chemical attack, such as metal. Substances must be stored in a cool
environment away from direct sunlight in a secure, locked facility that is not easy to break in to. The receptacles used for
storage of hazardous substances must be clearly labelled with the name of the substance and its hazard identification
symbol.
The Organisation maintains a building for the storage of hazardous substances, it must be away from residential areas,
or areas where people regularly work, secure from chemical spillage, flooding, explosion, or attempts to break into the
store. Generally, the building should be constructed from concrete or brick, with a metal door raised off the floor by
>25cm, padlocked shut with a strong lock. The Organisation maintains a full inventory of all substances contained in the
building, which as an Intermediate Criteria consists of paper lists of substances, container position, approximate quantity,
name of person to remove substance, date of removal, quantity removed and purpose of use.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.6.

CRITERIA: INSTRUMENTS AND TOOLS USED FOR OPERATIONS WITH A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE
MUST NOT BE USED IN ANY OTHER DOMESTIC ACTIVITY

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then all tools, receptacles and shelters (or the materials that
they are constructed with) should never be used for domestic purposes such as for washing, collecting water, cooking
with, or eating from. For example, a basin that has been used for storing mercury must not then be used for washing
children. All basins and other implements that are commonly found in domestic settings but are being used instead for
handling of hazardous chemicals, are labelled in permanent marker that they are not for domestic use.
Method of Investigation: Interview
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6.1.7.

CRITERIA: RETORTS OR ALTERNATIVE MERCURY RECOVERY TECHNIQUES MUST BE USED FOR
DECOMPOSING AMALGAM

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it first squeezes all excess mercury from the amalgam into
a receptacle for collection and re-use and then captures all mercury vapours or residues when the gold is separated. If
the process uses heat to vaporise the mercury, then a retort is used.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.8.

CRITERIA: IF ACID IS USED TO PURIFY GOLD, SILVER, OR OTHER METAL, PICKLING WASTE MUST
BE NEUTRALISED BEFORE DISPOSAL, AND PROCEDURES SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY TRAINED
PERSONNEL IN A DESIGNATED SITE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity uses acid to purify gold, silver or other metals, then the waste acid and spent
pickling waste must be neutralised to approximately pH 7 using appropriate apparatus. This may consist of a stainless
steel, ceramic, or glass receptacle that is resistant to high temperatures and chemical reaction, a stirring rod of the same
materials, and a pipette. Spent liquid must be disposed of >250m from the nearest surface waterbody or well.
The Company must ensure that all reactions, whether dissolution of impurities, or neutralisation, is performed at a
designated site with good through flow of ventilation, outdoors, or in a shelter with open sides, away from residential
areas, or areas where people regularly work.
The Organisation must provide evidence that all personnel who handle nitric acid substances are trained in its safe use,
neutralisation, storage and disposal. Such evidence shall include a signed register of attendance at training workshops or
test papers completed in the personnel's handwriting, signed by the personnel, showing a strong level of understanding;
personnel can provide training to another person (e.g. the auditor).
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection / Administration
6.1.9.

CRITERIA: ACID MUST NOT BE USED FOR DISSOLVING AMALGAM

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it never applies acid to mercury amalgamated gold without
first condensing off the mercury.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.10. CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION HAS STARTED TRIALS WITH ALTERNATIVE PROCESSING METHODS
TO MINIMISE AND ELIMINATE THE USE OF MERCURY IN THE RECOVERY OF GOLD
Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it is able to provide photographic evidence of its use of
mercury alternatives. Such alternatives may be a complete gravimetric concentration circuit or use of non-mercury
amalgamation chemicals. The Organisation must be able to articulate the key pros and cons of the method's use,
providing a reasonable explanation about why it has or has not adopted the technique.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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6.1.11. CRITERIA: MERCURY AMALGAMATION IS ONLY USED IF MERCURY FREE ALTERNATIVES ARE NOT
VIABLE
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it only uses mercury in the amalgamation of gold if the
expenditure to switch to a mercury free / less mercury system is >10% of annual profit, it’s payback period is >1 year, or
the equipment to do so is not available for local delivery.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.12. CRITERIA: CYANIDE SOLUTIONS AND TAILINGS MUST BE DETOXIFIED IN A LINED POND OR TANK
BEFORE DISCHARGE
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity uses cyanide, then tailings should be watered down and filtered of residual
cyanide prior to heaping.
If The Organisation's activity uses cyanide, then tailings heaps should be heaped >100m from the nearest waterbody.
If The Organisation's activity uses cyanide, then waste cyanide is to be detoxified by pouring the mix into an impermeable
lined pond, first exposing the fluid to sun or other UV source and then treating the remaining cyanide chemically. One
such method is the addition of sulphur dioxide, the reagent, and copper sulphate, the catalyst.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.13. CRITERIA: CYANIDE LEACHING OF UNPROCESSED AMALGAMATED TAILINGS IS NOT ALLOWED
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, and cyanide is used to recover gold, then if amalgamated tailings
are leached, mercury recovering gravimetric pre-processing must precede cyanidation.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.14. CRITERIA: USE, STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OF HAZADOUS CHEMICALS MUST BE PLANNED FOR,
USING DESIGNATED PREMISES, PROPER EQUIPMENT AND TRAINED PERSONNEL
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity involves handling chemicals, then it must provide a paper-based plan and
procedure for the safe and proper disposal of chemicals, tailings and waste water. The Organisation must provide
evidence that the plan has been written by knowledgeable consultants and is followed by persons trained in carrying out
this instruction. Evidence of consultancy advice shall include the signature, date and address of the consultancy service
provider, which can be verified by an impartial body. Evidence of training shall include a signed register of attendance at
training workshops; test papers completed in the personnel's handwriting, signed by the personnel, showing a strong
level of understanding; personnel can provide training to another person (e.g. the auditor).
If mercury is used to recover gold, burning of the mercury amalgam is only carried out in designated sites that are away
from highly populated areas. Retorts and adequate ventilation should be used, and all personnel burning amalgam should
be trained in its safe use.
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If cyanide is used, then leaching is only carried out in well maintained tanks or ponds surrounded by overflow ditches,
and safety fencing to prevent unauthorised persons and animals from entering. All personnel handling cyanide should be
trained in its safe use.
Use, storage and disposal of hazardous chemicals takes place at least 100 meters away from water bodies. Storage and
disposal of contaminated tailings does not take place in areas susceptible to flooding.
Contaminated tailings are sealed in an impermeable pond or container.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.1.15. CRITERIA: WORKERS ARE TRAINED IN IN THE PROCEDURE TO CLEAR SPILLS OF HAZARDOUS
CHEMICALS
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation can provide proof that all of its workers have been trained in the safe and proper method
to clean a spill of a hazardous substance. Such evidence shall include a signed register of attendance at training
workshops; test papers completed in the personnel's handwriting, signed by the personnel and showing a strong level of
understanding. Personnel can provide training to another person (e.g. the auditor).
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.1.16. CRITERIA: SPILLS OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ARE CLEANED UP AS FAR AS PRACTICABLE
Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation can provide a paper copy of its procedure to clear spills of hazardous substances and at
least one person in The Organisation has been trained in the appropriate procedure to contain and clear a spill. The
Organisation's workers know who to contact if a hazardous substance is spilled. There should be no signs of poorly cleared
spills on site.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Interview
6.1.17. CRITERIA: A SIGNIFICANT VOLUME OF GOLD IS PROCESSED WITH ALTERNATIVE PROCESSING
METHODS
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is gold mining, then it is able to provide photographic evidence of its use of
mercury alternatives. Such alternatives may be a complete gravimetric concentration circuit or use of non-mercury
amalgamation chemicals. The Organisation must be able to articulate the key pros and cons of the method's use,
providing a reasonable explanation about why it has or has not adopted the technique.
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.1.18. CRITERIA: EXPLOSIVES ARE HANDLED ONLY BY PERSONS HOLDING A LEGALLY RECOGNISED
BLASTING LICENSE FROM, OR ACCEPTED BY THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation only permits persons with a blasting license from a country recognised to be compatible
with the country of operation by the local government to handle, prime and detonate explosive substances. The
Organisation must provide proof either in the form of the original certificate, or a copy, with the person's name.
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Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
6.2. POLICY: PROTECTION OF ECOLOGICAL INTERITY
6.2.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST NOT OPERATE IN ANY AREA PROTECTED UNDER NATIONAL
OR INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION WHERE ITS ACTIVITY IS NOT ALLOWED, UNLESS EXPRESSLY
AUTHORISED BY THE CONSERVATION BODY

Level: Basic Criteria
Explanation: If The Organisation's operations are in an area that is protected under national or supranational law due to
its heritage or biodiversity value, then it must provide proof of permission to operate where its activity is not expressly
authorised under the governing law. Such proof shall consist of an official letter from the governing/conservation body
to partake in the activity of operation, signed or stamped by the applicable official, and dated. Where evidence is of
questionable quality, permission should be re-confirmed through a call, email, or letter sent from the conservation
authority to an impartial party. A list of environmental protection laws can be found using the ECOLEX database.
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.2.2.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION CONDUCTS AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ITS
OPERATION AND PUTS IN PLACE MITIGATION MEASURES WHERE APPROPRIATE TO LIMIT
DAMAGE

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: The Organisation must provide proof that an assessment of their operations has been carried out to assess
its influence on air, water and soil quality on and off of the site. The assessment must acknowledge the potential impact
that these changes might have on the climate, biodiversity (fish populations, plant life etc.), and the ability to re-purpose
the site for an alternative economic activity once its current purpose ceases. The Organisation must also analyse the
impact it and its personnel have on biodiversity through sourcing of materials (e.g. timber), hunting and foraging. Proof
must be in the form of a paper-based assessment.
The Organisation must provide proof that mitigative measures have been put in place to minimise the negative impact
of its operation on the environment. As a minimum, mitigative measures should cover the key impacts identified in The
Organisation's environmental impact assessment. Measures should demonstrate good faith efforts. Evidence may
include photographical or physical evidence, written procedures and training programs.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Inspection
6.2.3.

CRITERIA: A COMMITTEE TO BE IN CHARGE OF MAKING DECISIONS AND IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS
ON ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE WHOLE OPERATIONAL AREA MUST BE
ESTABLISHED

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: The Organisation assigns a committee of at least two people to the role of Environmental Development
Officers. The role must involve: environmental hazard and improvement opportunity identification, risk and opportunity
analysis, de-risking and improvement procedure design and implementation management, training of workers in matters
of environmental protection, and reporting quarterly the operation's environmental risks and opportunities and their
and their management. The Environmental Development Officer must visit sites weekly and must be granted permission
to stop operations if they deem the activity poses too much harm to the environment. The role may be the exclusive role
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of the individual, or as a secondary role. However, the person/s must not be paid in the form of profit sharing, but of a
fixed salary for all work undertaken for The Organisation.
Method of Investigation: Interview and administration
6.2.4.

CRITERIA: DISPOSAL OF TAILINGS, CHEMICAL WASTE AND WASTEWATER MUST BE PROPERLY
PLANNED AND CARRIED OUT BY EXPERIENCED PERSONS

Level: Advanced Criteria I
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity involves handling chemicals, then it must provide a paper-based plan and
procedure for the safe and proper disposal of chemicals, tailings and waste water. The Organisation must provide
evidence that the plan has been written by knowledgeable consultants and is followed by persons trained in carrying out
this instruction. Evidence of consultancy advice shall include the signature, date and address of the consultancy service
provider, which can be verified by an impartial body. Evidence of training shall include a signed register of attendance at
training workshops; test papers completed in the personnel's handwriting, signed by the personnel, showing a strong
level of understanding; personnel can provide training to another person (e.g. the auditor).
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.2.5.

CRITERIA: THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY IS ASSESSED PRIOR TO
PROCUREMENT AND, AS FAR AS IS VIABLE, THE MOST ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE
TECHNOLOGY IS USED

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must provide proof that an assessment of new technology is carried out prior to
procurement to assess its influence on air, water and soil quality on, and off of the site. The assessment must
acknowledge the potential impact that these changes might have on the climate, biodiversity (fish populations, plant life
etc.), and the ability to re-purpose the site for an alternative economic activity once its current purpose ceases. Proof
must be in the form of a paper-based assessment.
The Organisation must provide proof that mitigative measures have been put in place to minimise the negative impact
of new technology on the environment. Measures should demonstrate good faith efforts. Evidence may include
photographical or physical evidence, written procedures and training programs, or a decision not to procure the piece of
equipment.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
6.2.6.

CRITERIA: OPEN PITS AND UNDERGROUND MINE APERTURES MUST BE REFILLED OR BLOCKED
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE TERMINATION OF EXTRACTIVE ACTIVITIES TO ENABLE ECOLOGICAL
REGENERATION AND ENSURE HAZARD PREVENTION

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is mining, then it must provide a paper-based plan and procedure to construct
barriers and seal off underground workings once mining has ceased. Old workings should be seen to be sealed off, even
when mining remains active in another section of the site.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Interview
6.2.7.

CRITERIA: WHERE MINING COULD LEAD TO ACID MINE DRAINAGE (AMD), EFFECTIVE METHODS
TO ISOLATE ACID FORMING MATERIALS FROM WATER ARE EMPLOYED AS FAR AS IS PRACTICABLE
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Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: If The Organisation's activity is mining, then it must provide a paper-based plan and procedure to reduce
acid rock drainage through: reduction of sulphide contact with water; removal of sulphides; blending of sulphidic waste
with non-sulphidic waste; burying of sulphidic waste at sufficient depth beneath the surface (>15m below the prevailing
topography)
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.2.8.

CRITERIA: TIMBER USED IN THE ORGANISATION’S ACTIVITIES MUST BE SOURCED FROM
SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY PROGRAMS

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must ensure that all timber procured for use in its operations, whether for underground
rock support or construction of buildings, is a type of timber that can be readily re-grown, and the forest re-plants trees
that are felled.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Site Interview
6.2.9.

CRITERIA: DUST RELEASE FROM THE ORGANISATION'S ACTIVITIES IS MINIMISED AS FAR AS
REASONABLY PRACTICABLE

Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must demonstrate good faith efforts to minimise dust release from its operations, such
as: use of Intermediate Criteria dust machinery; use of dust suppression using fine water sprays, or dust capture using
surrounding trees or vegetation.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.2.10. CRITERIA: CO2 PRODUCTION FROM THE ORGANISATION’S ACTIVITIES IS MINIMISED AS FAR AS
REASONABLY PRACTICABLE
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must demonstrate good faith efforts to minimise CO2 production from the combustion
of fossil fuels at its operations, such as: use of solar energy; use of fuel efficient machinery.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.2.11. CRITERIA: WASTEWATER PRODUCTION FROM THE ORGANISATION’S ACTIVITIES IS MINIMISED
Level: Advanced Criteria II
Explanation: The Organisation must demonstrate good faith efforts to minimise waste water production at its
operations, such as: clarification and re-use of water; capture of water from its operations for re-use; use of equipment
and methods with a low water demand.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.3. POLICY: SUSTAINABLE LAND MANAGEMENT
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6.3.1.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION PUT EFFECTIVE STEPS IN PLACE TO PREVENT DRAINING OF LOCAL
WATER TABLE IN AREAS OF HIGH VEGITATION VALUE, AND WATER IS CONSERVED WHERE
DROUGHT IS LIKELY

Level: Intermediate Criteria
Explanation: In areas of agricultural production, and where vegetation is highly impacted by the height of the water
table, mines put in place systems to ensure the local water table in the area of agricultural production is well maintained.
Methods of doing so include creating an impermeable lining in the pit to reduce water ingress for future pumping,
creation of irrigation ditches that direct water pumped from pits away from the pit and towards agricultural production.
Method of Investigation: Administration / Interview
6.3.2.

CRITERIA: EXCAVATED AREAS MUST BE REHABILITATED THROUGH TOPOGRAPHIC RESTORATION
AS APPROPRIATE FOR THE ECOSYSTEM OR INTENDED USE

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation must demonstrate good faith efforts to infill all historic surface excavations and to
generate a flat topography suitable for ecosystem use. Examples of ecosystems are forests, swamps, grasslands, etc.).
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.3.3.

CRITERIA: AREAS WHICH HAVE BEEN CLEARED FOR THE ORGANISATION’S ACTIVITIES MUST BE
RE-VEGETATED AS APPROPRIATE FOR THE ECOSYSTEM OR RESTORED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
LAND PLANNING PRIORITIES OF LOCAL COMMUNITY AUTHORITIES

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: If The Organisation's activities lead to the clearance of vegetation from land, then it must show good faith
efforts to re-vegetate land with plants that will restore land in line with local land-use priorities. This may include
restoration of areas for bio-diversity using a range of plant types, for agri-forestry using productive trees, or farming,
using crop plants.
Method of Investigation: Site Inspection
6.3.4.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST REPORT ON THE WATER SOURCES USED FOR ITS ACTIVITIES
OF OPPERATION

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation records water sources it extracts water from for its activities of operation. Records should
include approximations of quantities used, as well as quantities of water available in these sources.
Method of Investigation: Administration
6.3.5.

CRITERIA: THE ORGANISATION MUST MONITOR AND RECORD THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF
LOCAL WATER SOURCES TO IDENTIFY POINTS OF CRITICALITY IN THEIR USE

Level: Advanced Criteria III
Explanation: The Organisation monitors water sources and keeps up to date on information regarding its quantity and
quality with authorities and local people. Water sources are mapped out and quarterly updates to it made, with records
relating to discharge noted in a record book. Where local sources are reaching a critical level in their ability to provide
water to local populations and industries, The Organisation should reduce their withdrawal from the resource. Where
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levels of pollution in waterbodies is increasing to an un-safe limit, then The Organization should limit the amount or
toxicity of its discharges, even if not directly in to the waterbody monitored. If the level of pollution does not reduce
within 1 month, then The Organization may continue to discharge waste as before.
Method of Investigation: Administration
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